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18 Marcus Clarke Street, Canberra ACT 2601 Australia
BEEF CONSUMPTION AND PREFERENCES IN INDONESIA
Dear Mirianne,
Enclosed is the final consolidated research report on beef consumption and preferences in Indonesia – incorporating the quantitative and qualitative
research elements.
This report has been prepared in accordance with terms and conditions found in the Contract for the Provision of Services number PIN24123 dated
29th June 2017.
Please contact David Primrose on 0429 565 799 if you have any questions regarding this report.
Yours sincerely

Marc L’Huillier
Partner
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Beef pricing and volume
Expectations for the future

Consumption and preferences

In home


Beef is an important food in Indonesian culture and
traditional cuisine, although consumption is relatively
low compared to fish/seafood and broiler chicken.

Beef is purchased by a significantly lower proportion of Jakartan and
Medanese respondents compared to fish/seafood and broiler chicken
−

Beef is significantly more likely to be purchased for weekly in-home
cooking in Jakarta (34%) than Medan (28%)

−

Upper social classes (A/A+) are significantly more likely to purchase
beef than lower social classes



Protein preferences differ depending on location - Jakartans tend to prefer
cooking with broiler chicken, while the Medanese are more inclined to want
to cook with beef.



The difference between current consumption and preference for beef in
Medan indicates that beef is still somewhat of an aspirational protein choice
for cooking in the home.



Beef features very strongly in traditional staple dishes like Bakso and
Rendang.



While the Medanese predominantly use beef to prepare Rendang, Jakartans
use beef in a wider variety of dishes, most commonly Rendang and Semur
daging.



Processed beef products are commonly consumed in the home – particularly
in Jakarta where bakso, sausages and nuggets are the beef products most
commonly used in home cooking. The composition of processed meats is
little understood, and not necessarily something that is contemplated.



Similarly, with unprocessed meats, there is limited awareness of the cut
types available, with heavy reliance on wet market sellers to guide
consumers to meal and price appropriate cuts

Out of home

Jakartans eat out more often than the Medanese,
with fish/seafood dishes sitting atop of the menu in
both locations.



Meal choice in Indonesia has been influenced by increased exposure to
international cuisines. This is particularly evident in Jakarta, which is
regarded a melting pot of cultures, religions and ethnicities. The Medanese
are less exposed to international influence and adherence to traditional
values and customs is more prevalent.



65% of Jakartan and 45% of Medanese respondents eat out at least weekly.
In both locations, those that eat out are significantly more likely to be male
and to be in the workforce. The frequency of eating outside the home
decreases with age.



Whilst fish/seafood remains the dominant source of protein in meals eaten
outside of the home, eating out can present an opportunity to try foods that
aren’t necessarily used in traditional home cooking. For some, the inclusion
of beef in meals is seen to enhance the dining out experience – with the
premium perception and price tag creating a sense of prestige.



Amongst those eating out regularly, beef dishes are more frequently
consumed in Medan compared to Jakarta. Social media plays an important
role in the choice of meal and vendor outside of the home, particularly for
the younger cohort. The restaurant ambience and aesthetic appeal of a meal
tends to play into the photo-worthiness and post-ability of a dining occasion.

Purchase channels

In home

Wet markets are utilised extensively. Jakartans
tend to use a wider range of purchase channels
compared to the Medanese.

Wet markets are the predominant source of meat
for cooking in Medan.




Wet markets are preferred for a variety of reasons – including the perceived
freshness and quality of the product (being closer to the place of slaughter)
and their proximity to home negating a requirement for vehicle travel, which
may not be accessible to some.
Wet market sellers or butchers can also play a pivotal role in beef purchase –
they are a trusted source of advice for which cuts of meats to purchase for
particular meals. The integrity of butchers I, on the whole, considered to
have improved over the past five years with few doubting the origin and type
of meat presented to them in wet markets



Wet markets are also attractive from a financial perspective, with most
sellers providing opportunity to negotiate on price and some allowing a line
of credit. There is also the advantage of being able to choose different, less
expensive, beef products when required.



While wet markets are also the main purchase channel for meat in Jakarta,
mobile vendors also play a significant role. One in four grocery decision
makers in Jakarta purchase meat from a mobile vendor on a weekly basis
for home cooking (23%). This compares to 13% in Medan.

Stakeholders hypothesise that the growing economy may
lend to the upgrade of existing wet markets, rather than an
increase in supermarket popularity

Beef-containing dishes are predominantly purchased
from Warungs and Padangs.

Out of home


The majority of beef-containing meals eaten outside of
the home are purchased at Warungs (93% Jakartans who
eat beef outside the home visit a Warung at least monthly,
88% Medanese) and Padangs (91% Jakarta, 73% Medan)



Venue choice and availability differs between regions,
with Jakartans exposed to a broader range of fast food
and international restaurants than Medanese
respondents. Japanese appears to be the most popular
international cuisine for Jakartans consuming beef
outside of the home.



Usage of take-away food delivery apps is moderate across
both locations (14% of Jakartan respondents use a food
delivery app at least monthly, 11% of Medanese
respondents)

Imported vs local beef
Indian buffalo meat is not knowingly consumed
within Jakarta or Medan.

Local beef is preferred in home and out of home.

Local beef

Imported
Medanese respondents
almost universally prefer
local over imported beef
for home cooking (98%).
There is a strong
preference for local beef
in Jakarta as well (80%).



A preference for local beef is tied to perceptions of freshness and quality.
This may be influenced by a lack of knowledge about live cattle imports.
There is a prevailing assumption that imported equates to frozen, which is
viewed as inferior tasting and watery beef.



Contrary to this belief, perceptions tend to differ for imported beef
consumed in restaurants. Within this setting, imported beef can be viewed
as a more premium and better quality option, potentially owing to
perceptions of superior breeding methods in other countries. This
discrepancy may be attributed to a propensity for frequent restaurant
dwellers to be more affluent and better educated than others.



The large majority of survey respondents have never knowingly bought
imported beef from the countries tested in the survey (87% Medan and 84%
Jakarta). Of the countries tested, Australia is the most recognised.



Jakartans are more inclined to perceive imported beef as the cheaper
protein option, whilst respondents from Medan are more likely to consider
imported beef more expensive than local.



In late 2017, the government renewed permits allowing
Indian Buffalo Meat to be imported as an alternative
protein source for Indonesians



Despite this, individuals are of the opinion that they have
rarely, if ever, purchased or eaten buffalo.



Indian buffalo meat is generally considered less appealing
than beef, being of a darker colour, tough in texture and
having a more pungent odour



A negligible 1% in either region report purchasing buffalo
meat weekly.

Beef pricing and volume

Beef pricing


The perceived average price paid per kilogram of
beef at wet markets is similar in Jakarta and Medan,
and increases significantly during religious festivals.

Based on survey participants’ recollections, the average price paid for raw
beef increases during religious festivals such as Eid al-Fitr, Eid Adha and
Christmas)
−

Jakarta – 113,100RP/KG in normal periods versus 146,300RP/KG
during religious festivals

−

Medan – 116,700RP/KG in normal periods versus 138,800RP/KG
during religious festivals



There is a big spike in prices during religious festivals, in particular Eid al-Fitr
when demand for beef hugely increases



During times outside of the religious festivals, beef purchased may be
hampered by a lack of budget or price increases. Some will employ tactics to
ensure that beef is still present in their diet, including…
−

buying less beef and padding foods out with other ingredients

−

buying inferior or cheaper cuts of beef or offal

−

using beef bones to make stock and maintain a beef flavour in
dishes

Beef meat is purchased more frequently than other
beef products for in home cooking.

Volume


Amongst those purchasing beef for the home, 90% of Jakartan participants
and 84% of Medanese participants purchase beef meat at least weekly.



Below is a summary of the average weekly purchase of different types of
beef amongst those who purchase beef at least weekly, and purchase by
weight (rather than pieces).

Jakarta

Medan

Beef meat

620g

419g

Beef bones

489g

480g

Other beef products

418g

390g



Along with price, Eid al-Fitr has a significant influence on the volume of beef
purchased (96% of Jakartan respondents and 89% of Medanese respondents
report buying more beef or beef products for Eid al-Fitr).



Traditionally cooked beef dishes are an integral feature within celebrations
at this time, encompassing the specialness of the occasion and showing
appreciation to guests.



People who may otherwise not consume much beef will seize the
opportunity to consume more beef during this period.

Expectations for the future
Consumption has remained static over
the last 12 months and is expected to
do so in the coming 12 months.

At both locations, approximately two in three
respondents indicate that their consumption
of beef has remained the same in the last 12
months.
Jakartans and Medanese
respondents forecast similar levels
of growth in household beef
consumption over the next 12
months (13% from Jakarta and from
10% Medan anticipate purchasing
more beef in the next 12 months).
There are a number of factors which
consumers theorise will encourage
greater beef consumption; but also
some potential barriers. These are
outlined opposite.

Factors which may promote an
increase beef consumption



Better financial conditions



More socialising outside the home



Increased availability from vendors



Foreign culture penetration –
particularly a rise in Western,
Japanese and Korean influences



The proliferation of social media,
which encourages people to try
new things and keep up with food
trends

Factors which may inhibit an
increase in beef consumption



Financial constraints, with the
growth in economy not evenly
spread across regions within
Indonesia



Emerging health concerns around
cholesterol and blood pressure



A reluctance to break from tradition
in areas where fish/seafood may be
heavily featured in foods with
cultural importance



Increased importation of cheaper
alternatives to beef

Report disclaimer
Our draft report has been provided to Department of Agriculture and Water Resources pursuant to the
terms of the Contract for the Provision of Services number PIN24123 dated 29 June 2017. Our draft
report has been provided for the sole purpose of confirming the factual accuracy of its contents and should
not be used or relied on for any other purpose or distributed to any other party outside of Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources without Ernst & Young's prior written consent. No representation,
warranty or undertaking is made or liability is accepted by Ernst & Young as to the adequacy,
completeness or factual accuracy of the contents of our draft report. In addition, we disclaim all
responsibility to any party for any loss or liability that any party may suffer or incur arising from or relating
to or in any way connected with the contents of our draft report, the provision of our draft report to any
party or the reliance upon our draft report by any party.
In carrying out our work and preparing our draft report, Ernst & Young has worked solely on the
instructions of Department of Agriculture and Water Resources and has not taken into account the
interests of any other party. Our draft report has been constructed based on information current as of 29
June 2018 and provided to us by Department of Agriculture and Water Resources or its advisors. Material
events may have occurred since this date which are not reflected in our draft report.
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Research background


Comparatively low consumption… Beef consumption in Indonesia is
relatively low, at around 2.4kg per capita per year1. Additionally, beef
only accounts for around 7% of current total meat consumption in
Indonesia2. These low levels are mostly attributed to the higher cost of
beef compared to other sources of protein such as poultry. As beef is
more expensive it is more likely to be consumed by the upper social
class, or during major celebrations or festivals (e.g. Eid al-Fitr or Idul
Adha). Of all the beef consumed, around 58% is being met by direct
imports, much of it from Australia3. Anecdotally, while Australian beef is
often more popular, it tends to be more expensive. As an alternative,
Indian buffalo meat is increasing its presence in the Indonesian
marketplace as a cheaper alternative.



Increase pending… Consumption of beef in Indonesia is expected to
double or even triple in coming years, as urbanisation and household
incomes increase.



Insight required… Robust research is essential to allow investors,
industry players and policy advisers to make informed decisions that
create a strong and sustainable beef industry that delivers mutual
benefits to Indonesia and Australia.
-



Stage 1:
Orientation and
inception

Stage 2:
Literature
review

Stage 3:
Stakeholder
consultation

Stage 4:
Qualitative
research

Stage 5:
Quantitative
Research

Stage 6:
Analysis and
reporting

The Indonesia-Australia Partnership on Food Security in the Red
Meat and Cattle Sector (the Partnership) has commissioned
market research to better understand Indonesian consumers’
perceptions, attitudes and behaviours towards beef consumption.

This report… This document presents the consolidated findings of the
quantitative research, qualitative research and stakeholder consultation.

Sources: 1 OECD (2016), 2 Indonesian Ministry for Agriculture (2017), 3 Indonesia’s
Growing Appetite for Animal Protein- DBS Insights 2016
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Research objectives
Research objectives

1

The overall aim of the quantitative
research study:
To gain a greater understanding
about Indonesian consumer
consumption habits and preferences
for a variety of beef products. The
focus is consumption in Jakarta and
Medan.

Page 12

2

Quantify consumption behaviours,
relating to protein generally and
beef specifically (both on a regular
basis and during special occasions)
Understand beef consumption
preferences for:


buying beef compared to other
meats



buying specific beef products

3

Determine preferences relating to
purchase channels and protein
source (imported vs local)

4

Quantify perceptions relating to
price and purchasing drivers

5

Understand overall perceptions of
beef, and predicted future beef
consumption changes
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6

Desire to buy beef compared to
other meats, particularly Indian
buffalo meat

7

Desire to buy specific beef
products, covering the product
range from high to low end

8

Reasons for beef product
preference - cost, perception etc.

9

Intention to buy beef in the next
day, week, month and at peak times
(i.e. Ramadan)

Research methodology - quantitative
The quantitative research involved the conduct of n=2,015 30 minute
door knock interviews conducted in May 2018.

Respondent sample structure

To be eligible for participation, all respondents were required to meet the
following criteria…


Indonesian citizens, residing in Jakarta or Medan



Aged 18 years or over



Did not work in the food industry



Decision maker on what food products are purchased for in-home
consumption; or personally purchase meals outside the home at least
three times a week



Purchased beef for the home or personal consumption at least once a
month

Total

Gender

Age

The final achieved sample structure is shown opposite.
Interviews were conducted using a random face-to-face door knock
sampling method. Random sampling was conducted with an interval of 4
i.e. after every successful interview, three houses were skipped before
the next house was approached.
The response rate for this survey was 80%, which is based on the number
of completed interviews divided by the number of completes plus the
number of refusals.
Survey respondents were routed to either questions on a) in home
consumption or b) out-of-home consumption. Minimum quotas were set
to place more weighting on in-home purchasing (n=1,600 for in-home
versus n=400 for out-of-home).
Minimum quotas were also set for age, gender and social class to ensure
adequate representation of these groups in the sample.
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Social
class

In-home
vs outof-home

Male

No. of
Interviews
(Jakarta)
#

1Max
Margins of
Error
+/-

No. of
Interviews
(Medan)
#

1Max
Margins of
Error
+/-

1,512

2.5

503

4.4

227

2.8

76

11.2

1,285

2.7

427

4.7

18 to 29

323

5.5

98

9.9

30 to 39

447

4.6

160

7.8

40 to 49

343

5.3

124

8.8

50 or over

399

4.9

121

8.9

A/A+
(Upper 1)

220

6.6

80

11.0

B
(Upper 2)

225

6.5

80

11.0

C1
(Middle 1)

270

6.0

86

10.6

C2
(Middle 2)

531

4.3

171

7.5

D
(Lower)

266

6.0

86

10.6

In-home

1209

2.8

401

4.9

303

5.6

102

9.7

Female

Out-of-home

1Maximum

margins of error shown are based on a research finding of 50% at the 95%
Confidence Interval
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Quantitative sample considerations
Location

Scope

Data for the survey was collected via face to face door knock surveys,
with telephone and internet options being unviable on the basis of low
usage in Indonesia. As such, sampling locations had to be carefully
selected to maximise representation of a large number of Indonesians.

The intention of this report was not to represent whole-of-market; rather,
the report summarises beef consumption behaviours and preferences for
the purpose of seeing how these change over time. It is not reflective of
market consumption in Indonesia. The survey was only conducted
amongst those who eat beef and quotas were set around social class.

The sample locations for this survey were selected based on a number of
considerations…


Jakarta was selected due to being Indonesia’s capital city – known to
be a home for a large variety of ethnicities and religions. Regions in
greater Jakarta were also included to capture purchase behaviour and
perceptual differences outside of the major city.



Medan was selected as the second major city for data collection.
Medan has the benefit of being culturally distinct from Jakarta as well
as having a different supply chain (being north facing there are closer
ties with Malaysia and China). Sumatra cuisine is also known to include
more beef than some other parts Indonesian cuisines.

Social class
It is believed that beef consumption is largely aspirational for the lower
social classes due to cost restrictions. This hypothesis was tested in the
research by including social class D in the quantitative research alongside
the higher social classes.
To categorise participants into social classes, each participant was asked
four questions and given a score based on their answer. The cumulative
total was used to determine socioeconomic status. Questions related to
drinking water source, type of fuel used for household cooking, size of
household electric power source (in watts) and total monthly household
expenditure.
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Medan
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Jakarta

Research methodology - qualitative


10 focus group discussions… conducted in Jakarta and Medan
from 6th – 9th February 2018
-

8 participants in every session

-

120 minutes duration for each group

-

Jakarta groups held in a viewing facility and Medan groups in
a hotel with video links

-

All groups were moderated in the local language

Focus group structure
Jakarta

Younger
(20-35 y.o.)

Respondent criteria – focus groups


All respondents had to be meat eaters and involved in purchase
decisions whether for home cooking or for eating out
-

-

-

Page 15

Younger age group (single, 18-30 years), predominantly
making purchase decisions about out of home purchase,
although most were familiar with shopping for meat
Family - married with kids (30-50 years) - were the main
purchaser /decision maker of food products for the home
cooking, specifically including meat

Medan

Social
class AB

Social
class
C1C2

Social
class AB

Social
class
C1C2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Female
Older
(35-50 y.o.)

Male

25-40 y.o

Total

Males – were predominantly making their meat purchases out
of home, although they were influential and had some
knowledge of market shopping
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1

1

(Social class ABC1)

(FGD – Social class ABC1)

5 focus groups

5 focus groups

Survey sample characteristics
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Sample profile
Jakarta

Medan

(n=1,512)

Gender

Gender

Region

15%

85%

Male

(n=503)

Jakarta

Region

15%

60%

Female

85%

Male

Bekasi

11%

Depok

10%

Work status

Female

100%

Work status

70%

16% work full time
11% work part time

Bogor

66%

13% work part time

10%

2% student

non-working
housewives

Medan

19% work full time

1% student
Tangerang

2% other

Age

9%

non-working
housewives

1% other

Age

21%

30%

23%

26%

19%

32%

25%

24%

18 to 29 years

30 to 39 years

40 to 49 years

50 plus years

18 to 29 years

30 to 39 years

40 to 49 years

50 plus years

Social class

Social class

A/A+

B

C1

C2

D

A/A+

B

C1

C2

D

Upper 1

Upper 2

Middle 1

Middle 2

Lower

Upper 1

Upper 2

Middle 1

Middle 2

Lower

15%

15%

18%

35%

18%

16%

16%

17%

34%

17%

Sample profile
Jakarta
Number of people living at home
On average,
households
have…

3-4
(3.3)

family
members
living there

Number of people living at home

Ethnic group
Javanese

43%

Betawi

30%

Sundanese

Religion
1% Protestant

98%

Medan

(n=1,512)

1% Catholic

20%

Minang

2%

Bataknese

2%

Other

3%

Islam

On average,
households
have around…

4
(3.8)

family
members
living there

Religion

1% Catholic

Islam

Household structure

Ethnic group
Javanese
Bataknese

Other

11%
5%
1%

Household structure

3%

14%

84%

4%

12%

Live with family

Live with friends

Live alone

Live with family

Live with friends

Live alone

Marital status

Married

28%

Malay

83%

83%

55%

Minang
12% Protestant

86%

(n=503)

Marital status
70% with children
at home
3% with children
outside of the home
9% with no children

10%
Single

7%
Widowed

84%
Married

78% with children
at home
1% with children
outside of the home
5% with no children

10%
Single

6%
Widowed

How to read this report


Base sizes and descriptions… Base sizes indicate the number of
respondents who answer a particular question. Base sizes and
descriptions for each question are noted for each table and chart,
denoted by ‘n=‘



Sample… Overall findings have been reported separately for Jakarta
and Medan rather than at a total sample level. The cultural and
geographic difference between these regions makes it inappropriate to
define them as a combined cohort or to describe the results as being
representative of Indonesia. Significant subgroup differences between
and within the regions have been denoted by a ▲ for significantly
higher results and a ▼ for significantly lower results



Statistical significance… The statistical significance of one value being
different from another is dependent on the amount of random
variability (variance or standard error) in each of the subgroups and
the size of the sample. A result is statistically significant if it is unlikely
to have occurred by chance or random variation



Statistical significance testing… Statistical significance testing has
been carried out throughout this report to determine how likely the
observed differences between subgroup scores have occurred by
chance, or if they are of statistical relevance:
-

-

The testing throughout this report has been carried out at a 95%
confidence level (p=0.05; the probability of accepting a false result
as true is five per cent – although the finite population correction
factor has been applied)



Statistically significant differences… statistical significance testing
throughout this report is conducted within the following groups:

Key subgroups analysed
Location

Gender

vs

vs

Jakarta

Medan

Females

Age

18 to 29 years

30 to 39 years

40 to 49 years

50 plus years

Social class

A/A+ (Upper 1)

B (Upper 2)

C1 (Middle 1)

C2 (Middle 2)

Work status

Multiple Comparisons t-Test with False Discovery Rate Correction is
used for significance testing in this report
Working full/part time
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Males
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Housewife

Student

D (Lower)

Overview
Click to go to

Quantitative research

Key findings
Detailed findings
Overall perceptions of beef
Beef consumption changes
Meal consumption
Beef consumption –
frequency and volume
Purchase channels
Imported vs local beef
Beef pricing
Beef purchasing drivers
Beef consumption during
special occasions
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Key findings
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Key findings from the quantitative research
Consumption and preferences

In home
Beef consumption is relatively low compared to
fish/seafood and broiler chicken.




Beef is purchased by a significantly lower proportion of Jakartan
and Medanese respondents compared to fish/seafood and broiler
chicken
−

Beef is significantly more likely to be purchased for in-home
cooking weekly in Jakarta (34%) than Medan (28%)

−

Upper social classes (A/A+) are significantly more likely to
purchase beef than lower social classes

Protein preferences differ depending on location - Jakartans tend
to prefer cooking with broiler chicken, while the Medanese are
more inclined to want to cook with beef.



The difference between current consumption and preference for
beef in Medan indicates that beef is still somewhat of an
aspirational protein choice for cooking in the home.



Jakartans prepare a wider variety of beef dishes at home; while
the Medanese predominantly use beef to prepare Rendang,
Jakartans use beef in a wider variety of dishes, most commonly
Rendang and Semur daging.



A neglible 1% in either region report purchasing buffalo meat
weekly.
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Out of home
Jakartans eat out more often than the Medanese, with
fish/seafood dishes sitting atop of the menu in both
locations.


65% of Jakartan and 45% of Medanese respondents eat out at
least weekly. In both locations, those that eat out are significantly
more likely to be male and to be in the workforce. The frequency
of eating outside the home decreases with age.



Aligning with in-home consumption, the most commonly
consumed protein is fish/seafood. Beef is the second most
consumed protein outside the home in Jakarta, and the third most
consumed protein in Medan.



Amongst those eating out regularly, beef dishes are more
frequently consumed in Medan compared to Jakarta.
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Key findings from the quantitative research
Volume

Purchase channels

In home

In home

Beef meat is purchased more
frequently than other beef products
for in home cooking.
Amongst those purchasing beef for the
home, 90% of Jakartan participants and
84% of Medanese participants purchase
beef meat at least weekly.



Wet markets are utilised extensively.
Jakartans tend to use a wider range
of purchase channels compared to
the Medanese.


Wet markets are the predominant
source of meat for cooking in Medan.



While wet markets are also the main
purchase channel for meat in Jakarta,
mobile vendors also play a significant
role. One in four grocer decision makers
in Jakarta purchase meat from a mobile
vendor on a weekly basis for home
cooking (23%). This compares to 13% in
Medan.

Below is a summary of the average
weekly purchase of different types of
beef amongst those who purchase beef
at least weekly, and purchase by weight
(rather than pieces).



Jakarta

Medan

Beef meat

620g

419g

Beef bones

489g

480g

Other beef
products

418g

390g
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Common reasons for shopping at wet
markets include perceived freshness,
convenience (close to home) and
perceived higher quality.
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Out of home
Beef-containing dishes are
predominantly purchased from
Warungs and Padangs.


The majority of beef-containing meals
eaten outside of the home are
purchased at Warungs (93% Jakartans
who eat beef outside the home visit a
Warung at least monthly, 88%
Medanese) and Padangs (91% Jakarta,
73% Medan)



Usage of take-away food delivery apps
is moderate across both locations (14%
of Jakartan respondents use a food
delivery app at least monthly, 11% of
Medanese respondents)

Key findings from the quantitative research
Imported vs local beef
Local beef is preferred in home and
out of home.
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Medanese respondents almost
universally prefer local over imported
beef for home cooking (98%). There is a
strong preference for local beef in
Jakarta as well (80%).

Beef pricing
The perceived average price paid per
kilogram of beef at wet markets is
similar in Jakarta and Medan, and
increases significantly during
religious festivals.


A preference for local beef is tied to
perceptions of freshness and quality.

The large majority of survey
respondents have never knowingly
bought imported beef from the
countries tested in the survey (87%
Medan and 84% Jakarta). Of the
countries tested, Australia is the most
recognised.
Jakartans are more inclined to perceive
imported beef as the cheaper protein
option, whilst respondents from Medan
are more likely to consider imported
beef more expensive than local.



Based on survey participants’
recollections, the average price paid for
raw beef increases during religious
festivals such as Eid al-Fitr, Eid Adha
and Christmas)
−

Jakarta – 113,100RP/KG in normal
periods versus 146,300RP/KG
during religious festivals

−

Medan – 116,700RP/KG in normal
periods versus 138,800RP/KG
during religious festivals

Eid al-Fitr has a significant influence on
the volume of beef purchased (96% of
Jakartan respondents and 89% of
Medanese respondents report buying
more beef or beef products for Eid alFitr).
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Beef consumption changes
Consumption has remained static
over the last 12 months and is
expected to do so in the coming 12
months.


At both locations, approximately two in
three respondents indicate that their
consumption of beef has remained the
same in the last 12 months.



Jakartans and Medanese respondents
forecast similar levels of growth in
household beef consumption over the
next 12 months (13% from Jakarta and
from 10% Medan anticipate purchasing
more beef in the next 12 months).

Detailed findings
Page 25
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Overall perceptions of beef
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Perceptions of beef in Jakarta


Jakartans have a largely positive view of beef as a nutritious, superior tasting meat that is readily available.



At least nine in ten, however, consider beef to be expensive and/or mainly for special occasions.



When compared to Medan, respondents from Jakarta are less likely to perceive beef as a meat for affluent people only and more inclined to have health
concerns. Six in ten respondents from Jakarta indicate that they would like to eat more beef than they currently do.
NET:
% agree
(Jakarta)
Beef is nutritious

53%

Beef is readily available in
Indonesia

42%

57%

Beef is a superior tasting
meat

37%

46%

47%

Beef is mainly for special
occasions

53%

39%

Beef is expensive

54%

38%

Beef is a premium meat

44%

4%

95

NET:
% agree
(Medan)
99

5%

95

94

93

97 ▲

92

93

91

97 ▲

89

89

5%
5%
5%

45%

7%

3%

I am concerned about the fat
content in meat

38%

36%

16%

9%

74▲

68

I am concerned about
cholesterol in beef

37%

37%

15%

10%

74▲

67

71▲

52

61▲

55

57

65 ▲

Beef is an everyday meat
I would like to eat more beef
than I currently do
Beef is for the upper classes/
more affluent people only

32%
23%

Base:
Q48.
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14%

38%

29%
Strongly agree

40%
19%

28%
Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

19%
Somewhat disagree

12%
13%
13%

5%
11%

Strongly disagree

Don’t know

Total sample - Jakarta (n=1,512)
NB: Labels <4% nor shown
And finally, thinking about beef in general… to what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about beef in Indonesia?
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Perceptions of beef in Medan


Sentiment towards beef is largely positive in Medan and similar to that observed in Jakarta.



The Medanese are even more likely than Jakartans to consider beef nutritious and superior tasting, although also more inclined to perceive it as
expensive.
NET:
% agree
(Medan)
Beef is nutritious

68%

Beef is expensive
Beef is a superior tasting
meat
Beef is readily available in
Indonesia

23%

55%

46%

I am concerned about
cholesterol in beef

32%

35%

Beef is for the upper classes /
more affluent people only

32%

33%

Strongly agree

Base:
Q48.
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16%

94

95

93

92

89

89

68

74 ▲

67

74 ▲

5%

65▲

57

4%

55

61 ▲

35%

52

71 ▲

Neither agree nor disagree

14%

15%

17%

11%

32%

Somewhat agree

93

6% 4%

36%

23%
17%

97▲

4%

43%

32%

Beef is an everyday meat

91

5%
39%

I am concerned about the fat
content in meat

I would like to eat more beef
than I currently do

97▲

1%
1%

51%
54%

Beef is a premium meat

95

42%

43%

Beef is mainly for special
occasions

99▲

31%

74%

19%

22%
16%
Somewhat disagree

19%
24%
Strongly disagree

9%
Don’t know

Total sample - Medan (n=503)
And finally, thinking about beef in general… to what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about beef in Indonesia?
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NET:
% agree
(Jakarta)

Perceptions of beef in Indonesia


Significant sub-group differences are shown in the tables below.

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences

Middle (C1) less likely to
associate beef as a meat for the
upper class / more affluent
people and are less inclined to
agree that beef is a superior
tasting meat or only for special
occasions

Middle (C2) and Lower (D) are
the most inclined to perceive
beef as a meat for the upper
class / more affluent people
only.

Medan: Significant sub-group differences

Respondents who identify with
the Minang ethnic group, are the
least likely to agree that beef is
an everyday meat

Bataknese are the least
likely to agree that beef is
mainly for special
occasions

Base:
Q48.
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Total sample - Jakarta (n=1,512), Medan (n=503)
And finally, thinking about beef in general… to what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about beef in Indonesia?
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Beef consumption changes
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Changes in beef consumption in past 12 months

In-home

Out of home



Although, for the majority of households, beef consumption in the home has not changed in the last 12 months, there are more households claiming that
they are reducing consumption than increasing consumption.



The reverse of that scenario is evident for out of home beef consumption where more people, in both locations, are increasing the number of meals they
consume that contain beef.

Household beef consumption

A lot more

3%
11%

13%

A lot more

About the
same

About the
same

67%

69%

A little less

A little less

A lot less

A lot less

13%
3%
3%▲

16%

14%

18%

2%
19%

A little more

Jakarta
n=1,209
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3%
10%

A little more

Don't know

Base:
Q14.
Q38.

14%

Out-of-home beef consumption

Don't know

4%
Medan
n=401

Shown above
NB: Labels <2% not shown
How much beef does your household consume now when compared to 12 months ago?
How many beef containing meals do you eat outside the home now when compared to 12 months ago?
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5%
21%

65%

10%
3%
Jakarta
n=303

18%

23%

68%

11%

8%
2%
Medan
n=102

10%

Reasons for changes in beef consumption outside the home

Out of home



Increased income is the most common reason for increased consumption of meals with beef in Jakarta and it is the second most common reason in
Medan.



New restaurants, including the expansion of Asian restaurants in particular, are also playing a role in increasing the consumption of beef meals outside
the home. New restaurants are certainly a significant factor in Medan.



Change in family and personal circumstances has also resulted in a number of people increasing beef consumption in their out of home meals.

Jakarta: Reasons for increased beef consumption
Increased income

59%

New restaurants to try

38%

Change in family / personal
circumstances

Base:
Note:
Q39.
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Medan: Reasons for increased beef consumption*

Increased income

35%

New restaurants to try
52%

74%

Change in family / personal
circumstances

30%

30%

More Asian restaurants

13%

More Asian restaurants

Influence of Instagram and
social media

11%

Influence of Instagram and
social media

More Korean restaurants

10%

More Korean restaurants

4%

Rarely cook/ don't feel like
eating/ don't have time to eat

10%

Rarely cook/ don't feel like
eating/ don't have time to eat

4%

26%

More practical

2%

More practical

Had to eat out during lunch
because of work

3%

Had to eat out during lunch
because of work

0%

Because I eat with friends

2%

Because I eat with friends

0%

Because there are many food
vendors

2%

Because there are many food
vendors

0%

Beef consumption increased in the last 12 months (Jakarta n=63, Medan n=23)
*Caution, small sample (n=<30)
Why are you eating more beef containing meals outside the home now?
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9%

Future outlook for household beef consumption

In-home



Around 6 in 10 survey participants from Jakarta and 8 in 10 from Medan don’t expect their levels of household beef consumption to change in the next
year.



In both locations the numbers expecting an increase in consumption and a decrease in consumption are broadly similar. There is more uncertainty in
Jakarta where 16% don’t know whether their level will rise or fall over the next 12 months.

Jakarta: Future household beef purchasing

A lot more

2%
11%

13%

A little more

About the
same

Medan: Future household beef purchasing

A lot more

2%
8%

10%

A little more

About the
same

59%

78% ▲
A little less

A lot less

Don't know

A little less

9%
2%

A lot less

11%

16% ▲

Don't know

Jakarta

Base:
Q15.
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Purchase groceries for home (Jakarta n=1,209, Medan n=401)
Compared to now, do you think you will purchase more, less or the same amount of beef for your household in 12 months’ time?
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9%
3%
Medan

12%

Reasons for change in household beef consumption

In-home



The relative price of beef and family income levels are expected to influence the future of beef consumption.



Health reasons are quoted by just under a third of respondents in both Jakarta and Medan as a reason for reducing consumption although this is partially
offset by between a quarter and a fifth of respondents stating that they purchase more beef for health reasons.

Reasons for increase in beef consumption

16%

18%
28%
23%

Expect our family income to
increase
Health reasons (increasing
household protein, iron etc.)

24%
20%

Expect beef to become
cheaper

24%
22%

7%

Expect Indonesia to import
more beef

7%
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40%
18%

Expect our family income to
decrease

14%
19%

27%

10%

Increased living costs in
Indonesia

20% ▲

17% ▲
4%

23%

Change in family
circumstances

Jakarta

Medan

17%

Expect Indonesia to import
less beef

5%

Expect less beef to be
produced locally

5%

23% ▲

Expect more beef to be
produced locally

28%
30%

Expect beef to become more
expensive

28%

Expect beef to be more readily
available

Base:
Q16.

Health reasons (lowering
cholesterol, fat etc.)

29% ▲

Change in family
circumstances

Social media promoting beef
containing meals / recipes

Reasons for decrease in beef consumption

10%
9%

Expect there to be less beef
available

3%

Concern over quality of beef in
Indonesia

2%

Indicate they will buy more / less beef in the future (Jakarta n=297, Medan n=90)
Why do you think the amount of beef you will buy for the household will change in the future?
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9%
10%

Future outlook for out-of-home beef consumption

Out of home



In both Jakarta and Medan, there is a higher proportion of people expecting an increase in beef containing meals than expecting a reduction (Jakarta:
16% net gain versus 10% net decrease; Medan: 18% net gain versus 8% net decrease).



The most commonly stated reasons for this increase are expectations of a rising income and an increase in choice. They are the two most influential
factors in both Jakarta and Medan.

Predicted change in out-of-home beef consumption

Reasons for change in out-of-home beef consumption
42%
46%

Expect my income to increase
A lot more

4%

4%
12%

16%

14%

18%

39%

Expect beef dishes to become
cheaper
61%

15%

Health reasons (lowering
cholesterol, fat etc.)

75% ▲

A little less

26%
23%
14%
12%

Expect my income to decrease

A lot less

Don't know

41%
35%

Health reasons (increasing
household protein, iron etc.)

A little more

About the
same

42%
38%

Expect beef dishes to be more
readily available

8%
2%
14% ▲
Jakarta

10%

Expect beef dishes to become
more expensive
6%
2%
Medan

8%

Expect there to be less beef
dishes available

12%
12%
4%
0%

Jakarta
Base:
Q41.
Q42.
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Medan*

Outside of home purchasers (Jakarta n=303, Medan n=102) / Indicate will buy more or less beef in future (Jakarta n=76, Medan n=26) *Caution, small sample (n=<30)
Compared to now, do you think you will purchase more, less or the same amount of beef containing meals outside the home in 12 months’ time?
Why do you think the amount of beef containing meals you purchase outside the home will change in the future?
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New trends or crazes in eating outside the home

Out of home



Out of interest, people were asked about current food trends because it was evident from the qualitative research that the population could be heavily
influenced by trends.



Banana nuggets are clearly a popular trend in both locations, followed by the addition of mozzarella cheese to dishes.

Jakarta: Meal trend / craze

69%
37%

Korean food

Milo shaved ice

6%

Base:
Q40.
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Korean food
Thai food
Milo shaved ice

3%
16%

NET: Other
Don't know

▼

7%

72%

Mozzarella cheese

13%

Thai food

Mashed chicken

▼

Mozzarella cheese

Banana nuggets

3%

Outside of home purchasers (Jakarta n=303, Medan n=102)
What is the main trend or new craze in this city for food and eating out?
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22%
4%
0%
3%

Mashed chicken

10%

NET: Other

10%

Don't know

9% ▲

▼

Banana nuggets

Medan: Meal trend / craze

Meal consumption
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Products purchased weekly for cooking at home

In-home



Overall, beef meat and beef products are purchased for home cooking by a significantly lower proportion of both Jakartans and Medanese compared to
fish/seafood and broiler chicken.



Rice and vegetables are staple foods in the Jakartan and Medanese diets, with fish and seafood also a mainstay for the Medanese.



The most frequently consumed proteins in both regions are fish/seafood and broiler chicken. Beef meat and beef products are significantly more likely to
be purchased in Jakarta (34%) than Medan (28%).



Virtually all survey participants do not report buying buffalo meat/buffalo meat products.

Jakarta: Products purchased weekly for home cooking

96%

Vegetables

Broiler chicken

Base:
S16.
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34% ▲

99%

Fish/seafood

70%

Beef meat / beef products

94%

Rice

76%

Fish/seafood

100% ▲

Vegetables

91%

Rice

Village chicken

Medan: Products purchased weekly for home cooking

75%

Broiler chicken
Beef meat / beef products

15%

Village chicken

Buffalo meat/buffalo products

1%

Buffalo meat/buffalo products

Pork/pork products

0%

Pork/pork products

Purchase groceries for home – Jakarta (n=1,307), Medan (n=401)
How often do you buy the following food product types to cook at home..?
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28%
11%
1%
2% ▲

Meat preferences for household cooking

In-home



There are significant differences in meat preferences between Jakarta and Medan – Jakartans tend to have a preference for broiler chicken, while
Medanese prefer beef.



Beef is almost unanimously nominated in the top three favourite meats to cook in the home (89% Jakarta, 98% Medan), and is the top preference in
Medan.



In Jakarta, broiler chicken and fish/seafood sit ahead of beef in terms of being the favourite meat to cook with.

Jakarta: Meat preferences for home cooking

Medan: Meat preferences for home cooking
Top 3 total

Top 3 total
Broiler chicken

Fish / seafood

Beef

Village chicken

Goat

45% ▲

77%▲

89% ▲

Beef

Broiler chicken
27% ▲

59% ▲

23%

52%

Fish / seafood

21%

Village chicken

5%

46%

19% ▲

Pork

4%▲ 6%▲

70%

89%

31% ▲

Goat

1%

11% ▲

3%

1%
preference
1st / 2nd preference
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57%

98%

1st

Base:
Q1.

23%

98%

15%

5% 11%

0%

93% ▲

71% ▲

47% ▲

2%
1st preference
1st / 2nd preference

Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
If you could buy any type of meat to cook in your household, which meat is the favourite in your household / second preference / third preference?
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Preference for cooking in household by age and social class

In-home



In Jakarta, preference for beef in home cooking increases with social class whilst the inverse is true of seafood and fish.



Differences in preference by age and social class are not significant in Medan, however those of Javanese ethnicity are more likely than others to prefer
cooking with broiler chicken and seafood at home.

Jakarta: Preference for cooking in household - by age and social class (% 1st/2nd preference)
Age

Social class

Total
(n=1,209)

18 to 29
(n=225)

30 to 39
(n=369)

40 to 49
(n=282)

50 plus
(n=333)

Beef

52

48

53

53

52

64▲

Village chicken

11

11

9

13

11

Broiler chicken

77

82

82 ▲

74

Fish / seafood

59

59

54

59

Pork

0

0

0

0

0

Buffalo

0

0

0

0

0

A/A+ (Upper)
(n=160)

B (Upper 2)
(n=180)

C1 (Middle 1)
(n=226)

C2 (Middle 2)
(n=443)

D (Lower)
(n=200)

60

46

52

15

9

13

10

7

70 ▼

70

81

80

76

78

66 ▲

46 ▼

49

58

61

75 ▲

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

40▼

Medan: Preference for cooking in household - by age and social class (% 1st/2nd preference)
Age

Social class

Total
(n=401)

18 to 29
(n=63)

30 to 39
(n=135)

40 to 49
(n=102)

50 plus
(n=101)

A/A+ (Upper)
(n=60)

B (Upper 2)
(n=69)

C1 (Middle 1)
(n=72)

C2 (Middle 2)
(n=144)

D (Lower)
(n=56)

Beef

71

68

71

69

74

83

74

78

64

63

Village chicken

19

16

19

23

19

12

25

18

19

25

Broiler chicken

57

56

62

51

55

50

43

61

63

57

Fish / seafood

46

56

42

49

42

43

48

36

49

52

Pork

6

5

5

7

9

12

7

7

5

4

Goat

1

0

0

2

1

0

3

0

1

0

Base:
Q1.
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Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
If you could buy any type of meat to cook in your household, which meat is the favourite in your household / second preference / third preference?
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Frequency of eating outside the home

Out of home



Over nine in ten respondents from Jakarta (94%) and Medan (93%) eat outside the home at least some of the time.



Jakartans eat out more frequently than Medanese respondents, with two in three (65%) doing so at least weekly (compared to 45% Medanese).

At least
once a
week (%)

(n=)
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7%

Five to six times a day

8%

16%

23%

23%

Three to four times a week

3%

3%

26%

46%

Once or twice a week

▼

Base:
S11.

7%

▼

At least once a day

(503)

10%

▼

Medan

15%

(1,512)

▼

Jakarta

Once a fortnight

At least
some of the
time (%)

6%

65 ▲

94

7%

45

93

Less often

Never

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences

Medan: Significant sub-group differences

In Jakarta, males are more likely than females to eat
outside of the home at least weekly (85% vs 61%)

Males in Medan are also far more inclined to eat out
weekly when compared to females (96% vs 36%)

Workers and students in Jakarta are far more inclined than
house wives to consume meals outside the home (81% vs 58%)

Medan workers are more than three times as likely than
housewives to eat outside the home weekly (71% vs 32%)

Total sample – Jakarta (n=1,512), Medan (n=503)
How often do you purchase meals outside of the house?
This could be breakfast, lunch or dinner (or snacks) at restaurants, cafes, warungs or lunchbox meals from street vendors.
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Frequency of eating outside the home by age and social class


The frequency of eating outside the home tends to decrease with age, with 18 to 29 year olds being the most frequent out-of-home diners.



Affluence also impacts the frequency of purchasing meals outside the home – with upper social classes typically doing so more often.



Interestingly, in Medan the lower social class (D) is just as likely as the upper 1 class (A/A+) to eat out weekly.

Jakarta: Eating out by age and social class

Medan: Eating out by age and social class

% eating out weekly by age
77% ▲

18 to 29
(n=323)

% eating out weekly by age

69%

61%

30 to 39
(n=447)

54% ▼

40 to 49
(n=343)

50 plus
(n=399)

% eating out weekly by social class
76% ▲

72%

67%

60% ▲
48%

18 to 29
(n=98)

41%

30 to 39
(n=160)

Base:
S11.
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B (Upper 2)
(n=225)

C1 (Middle 1)
(n=270)

33% ▼

40 to 49
(n=124)

50 plus
(n=121)

% eating out weekly by social class

58% ▼

60%

56%

56%

51%
36%

A/A+ (Upper 1)
(n=220)

Out of home

C2 (Middle 2)
(n=531)

D (Lower)
(n=266)

A/A+ (Upper 1)
(n=80)

B (Upper 2)
(n=80)

Total sample – Jakarta (n=1,512), Medan (n=503)
How often do you purchase meals outside of the house?
This could be breakfast, lunch or dinner (or snacks) at restaurants, cafes, warungs or lunchbox meals from street vendors.
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C1 (Middle 1)
(n=86)

36% ▼

C2 (Middle 2)
(n=171)

D (Lower)
(n=86)

Change in frequency of eating outside the home

Out of home



In Jakarta, there has been little change in the frequency of eating out over the past three years – six in ten indicate they dine out ‘about the same’ and
one in five do so either less or more often.



Respondents from Medan, however, indicate there has been a shift away from eating out in their city. A greater proportion of Medanese respondents
report eating out less often now (42%).
More
often
(%)

Less
often
(%)

3%

19

22

9% ▲

15

42 ▲

(n=)

Jakarta

(1,512)

5%

Medan

(503)

4%

14%

59% ▲

11%

A lot more often

19%

43%

A little more often

33% ▲

About the same

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences

Base:
S12.
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A little less often

A lot less often

Medan: Significant sub-group differences

Males are more inclined than females to indicate that they now eat out
more often (24% vs 18%)

In Medan, one in two males (47%) are now eating out more often, whilst
one in two females (48%) are eating out less often

Workers are more likely than housewives to have increased their out of home
food consumption in the past three years (28% vs 15%)

As was the case with Jakartans, the Medanese workers are far more likely
than housewives to have increased their out of home food consumption
(29% vs 8%)

An increase in the frequency of eating out is more apparent amongst
younger Jakartans (24% of 18-29 are eating out more often, versus 19% 3039, 17% 40-49, 14% 50+)

Younger respondents in Medan are also more likely to be eating out more
often nowadays (24% of 18-29 are eating out more often, versus 14% 30-39,
17% 40-49, 8% 50+)

A significantly lower proportion of upper social classes eat out ‘less often’
compared to other classes (15% A/A+, 24% B, 20% C1, 24% C2, 24% D)

Similar to Jakarta, a significantly lower proportion of upper social classes eat
out ‘less often’ compared to other classes (24% A/A+, 40% B, 40% C1, 50%
C2, 49% D)

Total sample – Jakarta (n=1,512), Medan (n=503)
Compared to three years ago, do you now eat out of the house a lot more often, a little more, about the same, a little less or a lot less often?
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Products consumed weekly outside of the home

Out of home



Beef consumption in meals purchased outside the home is consistent in Jakarta (24%) and Medan (22%).



Poultry and pork are significantly more likely to be consumed out of home by Medanese respondents compared to Jakartan respondents.

Jakarta: Products purchased weekly outside home

Rice

47% ▲

Rice

38%

Vegetables

47% ▲

Vegetables

38%

37%

Fish / seafood

24%

Beef

20%

Poultry

Base:
S17.
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Medan: Products purchased weekly outside home

32%

Fish / seafood

22%

Beef

26% ▲

Poultry

Buffalo

1%

Buffalo

Pork

0%

Pork

0%

2% ▲

Total sample – Jakarta (n=1,512), Medan (n=503)
And how often do you buy meals for yourself outside the house (e.g. restaurants, cafes, warungs, lunchbox meals from street vendors etc.) that contain the following?
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In home versus out-of-home meal consumption

In-home

Out of home



On average, Medanese household members consume more main meals and fewer snacks than their Jakartan counterparts and they are far more likely to
be eating them at home.



For both regions, out of home meal consumption peaks amongst 18 to 29 year olds and declines amongst older household members.

Jakarta: In home vs out of home meal consumption

(n= total number of people in
household surveyed)

Total average (4,970)
0 to 9 years

(781)

10 to 17 years

(629)

18 to 29 years

(952)

30 to 44 years (1,367)
45 to 64 years (1,068)
65 years and
over

(173)

Main meals

Snacks
14.1
16.1
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5.9
4.4

(n= total number of people in
household surveyed)

Total average (1,909)
0 to 9 years

(333)

5.2
4.3

10 to 17 years

(288)

4.9
4.0

18 to 29 years

(368)

13.8

4.8
3.5

30 to 44 years

(479)

13.3

4.4
2.7

45 to 64 years

(353)

65 years and
over

(88)

2.2
15.3
3.0
13.1
4.7
4.3
3.6
13.8

3.5
1.6

2.1
In home

Base:
S15.

4.9
3.6

3.7

Medan: In home vs out of home meal consumption

Out of home

Main meals

Snacks
19.0

2.0
20.2

4.4
2.4

20.1

4.3
2.8

1.2
1.2
17.1
3.4
18.6
2.4

3.6
2.0
3.5
1.6

19.2

3.5
1.2

19.5

3.6
0.8

1.8
1.1
In home

3.8
1.9

Out of home

Total sample – Jakarta (n=1,512), Medan (n=503)
Thinking now about each member of your household, we’d like to get an idea of how many main meals and snacks they typically eat in a week and where those
meals/snacks are consumed. For each household member, could you please tell me…?
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Beef consumption –
frequency and volume
Page 46
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Frequency of beef purchase for home cooking

In-home



One in three Jakartan respondents who purchase beef for the home do so weekly (34%).



Weekly beef purchases for home cooking is significantly lower in Medan (28%).



Class tends to be more of a determinant of beef purchase than age, with the upper social classes significantly more likely to buy beef to cook at home
weekly.
At least
once a week
(%)

(n=)

Jakarta

(1,307)

Medan

(401)

Every day

4%▲ 11% ▲

4%

4-6 times a week

18%

19%

33%

27% ▲

24% ▲
2-3 times a week

Weekly

37%

Fortnightly

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences

36%

30 to 39

36%

50 plus

Base:
S16.
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29%

47% ▲

A/A+ (Upper 1)
B (Upper 2)

36%

28

2% 5%

Every 2-3 months

Less often

Never

% cooking beef at home weekly

C1 (Middle 1)
40 to 49

Monthly

34 ▲

Medan: Significant sub-group differences

% cooking beef at home weekly
18 to 29

8% ▲ 6%

38%

18 to 29
30 to 39

24%
33%

35%

C2 (Middle 2)

29%

D (Lower)

29%

A/A+ (Upper 1)

43%

B (Upper 2)

42%

C1 (Middle 1)
40 to 49

25%

50 plus

27%

Purchase groceries for home – Jakarta (n=1,307), Medan (n=401)
NB: Labels <2% not shown
How often do you buy the following food product types to cook at home..?
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C2 (Middle 2)
D (Lower)

26%
20%
16%

Volume of beef consumed in the home - Jakarta

In-home



Amongst Jakartans who purchase beef for the home, nine in ten (90%) buy beef meat weekly – almost always asking for the quantity in grams (88%).



On average, those ordering by the gram purchase 620g of beef meat weekly.



Bones and other beef products are also popular in Jakarta, although purchased in smaller quantities than the meat (489g average weekly purchase).

Average weekly
purchase
Beef meat

90%
purchase
weekly

88% purchase in grams

620g

3% purchase by pieces

Popular
weekly orders

500g = 40%
1kg = 29%
250g = 24%

(average 10 pieces a week)

Beef bones

40%
purchase
weekly

38% purchase in grams

489g

3% purchase by pieces

250g = 39%
500g = 34%
1kg = 17%

(average 5 bones a week)

Other beef
products

32%
purchase
weekly

18% purchase in grams

419g

15% purchase by pieces
(average 22 pieces a week)

Base:
Q9.
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Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209)
On average, how much do you buy of each of these types of beef products to cook at home each week?
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500g = 32%
250g = 30%
1kg = 9%
300g = 8%

Volume of beef consumed in the home - Medan

In-home



In Medan, beef purchasers opt for bones almost as frequently as they do beef meat – and are far more likely to include bones in the weekly household
meals than Jakartans (76% versus 40%).



Other beef products, such as offal, are also more popular amongst the Medanese; although tend to be purchased in smaller quantities than meat and
bones.

Average weekly
purchase
Beef meat

84%
purchase
weekly

84% purchase in grams
0% purchase by pieces

Beef bones

76%

purchase
weekly

419g

72% purchase in grams

480g

4% purchase by pieces

Popular
weekly orders

500g = 44%
250g = 38%
1kg = 7%

500g = 44%
250g = 38%
1kg = 12%

(average 5 bones a week)

Other beef
products

21%
purchase
weekly

20% purchase in grams

390g

1% purchase by pieces
(average 6 pieces a week)

Base:
Q9.
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Purchase beef for home – Medan (n=401)
On average, how much do you buy of each of these types of beef products to cook at home each week?
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500g = 45%
250g = 45%

Beef based meals cooked in the home

In-home



Rendang is the most commonly cooked beef dish in households for both Jakarta and Medan. It is particularly popular in Medan where over nine in ten
beef purchasing households nominate Rendang as a typical household meal



Almost as popular as Rendang in Jakarta is Semur daging, which is a spicy beef stew



A large number of differences exist between the two regions in the beef dishes cooked for the household

Medan

Jakarta
Beef curry (Rendang)
Spicy beef stew (Semur daging)

20%

69% ▲

Spicy beef liver stir fry (Sambal goreng ati)

9%

24% ▲

Meat balls in soup (Bakso)

19%

20%

Chilli beef (Dendang)
Spicy beef stew with coconut milk (Gulai sapi pedas)

93% ▲

77%

23% ▲

12%

33% ▲

7%

Beef stew (Rawon)

15% ▲
13% ▲

Beef croquettes (Perkedel)
Oxtail soup (Sop buntut)

7%

Beef soup

8%

1%
5%
24% ▲
18% ▲

Beef meat and offal soup with coconut (Soto betawi)

12% ▲

Marinated beef meat, fried and punded (Empal)

11% ▲

1%

Thin noodle dish

11% ▲

1%

10% ▲

2%

Sliced beef with chilli paste (Sapi rica rica)
Fried rice (Nasi goreng)
Beef skewers (Sate sapi)
Bone Soup

Base:
Q7.
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9%

3%

5%
12% ▲

4%

18% ▲

1%

Fried noodles (Mee goreng)

5% ▲

2%

Steamed rice with various dishes (Nasi padang)

0%

Chicken and egg (Gudeg)

5% ▲
4% ▲

0%

Egg and minced meat crepe (Martabak)

3% ▲

0%

Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
What meals are typically cooked in your home containing beef or beef products?
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Beef products used in home cooking - Jakarta

In-home



In Jakarta, meatballs and sausages are the most commonly purchased beef products for home consumption.



At least one in ten beef purchasers also buy beef nuggets and bones on a weekly basis.

At least once
a week (%)
Meatball
Sausages

4%
2% 6%

2% 5%

Corned beef

2% 4%

Beef floss

3% 4%

Beef jerky

2% 4%

Steak/pieces
Liver
Knees
Stomach lining
Every day
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4%
2% 4%

14%

15%

10%

7%

10%

11%

43
20
11

24%

7

26%

6

37%
45%

6
25%

38%

4

33%

23%

3

53%
32%

3
40%

20%

2

72%

20%

4-6 times a week

60

18%

15%

30%

12%

7%

27%

34%

12%

4%

10%

24%
11%

11%

10%

8%

12%

13%

11%

6%

21%

13%

10%

12%

16%

9%

31%

6%

10%

12%

24%

12%

3% 4%
2%3%

9%

11%

2% 4% 5%

25%
22%

12%

8%

Knuckles

Beef burger patty

Base:
Note:
Q6.

3%

22%
13%

6%

Beef nugget
Bones for stock /soup

10%

0

74%
2-3 times a week

Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,307)
NB: Labels <2% not shown
All other beef products consumed less frequently (including lungs, intestines, oxtails, brains, tongues, kidney)
How often do you typically buy the following beef products to cook and eat at home..?
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0
Every 2-3 months

Less often

Never

Beef products used in home cooking - Medan

In-home



In Medan, bones for stock or soup surpass meatballs as the most frequently purchased beef product for the household cooking and consumption.



Knuckles are also a relatively popular beef product in Medanese cuisine, with one in ten beef buyers purchasing them weekly for use in home cooking.

At least once
a week (%)
Bones for stock /soup

2%

Meatball

2%

11%

Liver

5% 3%

Sausages
Stomach lining
Beef burger patty

Beef nugget
Beef floss
Beef jerky
Knees
Lungs
Every day
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31%

13%

Knuckles

Steak/pieces

Base:
Note:
Q6.

19%
9%
14%
6%

3% 2% 4%
4% 2%

11%

11%

8%

2% 4%
4-6 times a week

16
11

29%

5

64%

5

63%

4
4

34%

3

68%
22%

2

63%

25%

2

64%

8%
8%

22

37%

21%

14%

7%

41%

6%

7% 2%

30%
6%

19%

2% 5%

3%

25%

21%

2% 3% 2% 4%

4%

38%

9%

7%

2%2% 5%

8%
33%

4% 3% 4% 3%

2%

11%

33%

26%
23%

1

56%

24%
2-3 times a week

2

49%

1

67%
Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Purchase beef for home – Medan (n=401)
NB: Labels <2% not shown
All other beef products consumed less frequently (including intestines, oxtails, corned beef, tongues, brains, kidney)
How often do you typically buy the following beef products to cook and eat at home..?
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Every 2-3 months

Less often

Never

Frequency of purchasing beef dishes outside the home

Out of home



Despite the Medanese being less likely to purchase beef for home cooking, those who eat out of home regularly are significantly more likely than their
Jakartan counterparts to purchase beef dishes on a weekly basis (50% of Medanese eating out weekly versus 37% Jakartan).



Interestingly, consumption of beef dishes outside of the home is relatively high amongst the lower social class (D) in Medan

At least
once a week
(%)

(n=)

Jakarta

(979)

Medan

(226)

Every day

4%

13%

19%

39% ▲

9%

4-6 times a week

22% ▲

2-3 times a week

Weekly

29%

12%
Fortnightly

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences

39%

30 to 39

37%

40 to 49

38%

50 plus

36%

Base:
S17.
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5% 4%2%

50 ▲

27%
Monthly

Every 2-3 months

Less often

Never

% purchasing beef outside of home weekly

A/A+ (Upper 1)

43%

B (Upper 2)

43%

C1 (Middle 1)

37

Medan: Significant sub-group differences

% purchasing beef outside of home weekly
18 to 29

5% 5%

18 to 29
30 to 39

41%

39%

C2 (Middle 2)

33%

D (Lower)

33%

40 to 49
50 plus

60%

A/A+ (Upper 1)

49%

63%
50%

B (Upper 2)

46%

C1 (Middle 1)

48%

C2 (Middle 2)
D (Lower)

41%
54%

Purchase meals outside of home weekly – Jakarta (n=979), Medan (n=226)
NB: Labels <2% not shown
And how often do you buy meals for yourself outside the house (e.g. restaurants, cafes, warungs, lunchbox meals from street vendors etc.) that contain the following?
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Beef based meals eaten outside the home weekly

Out of home



Whilst Rendang is still popular outside the home, respondents from Jakarta and Medan tend to opt for a wider variety of beef dishes when eating out.



Bakso and variations of steamed rice with beef are frequently consumed outside the home.

Jakarta
(%)
Meat balls in soup (Bakso)

Medan
(%)

6 15 23

68

Steamed rice with various dishes (Nasi padang)

11

24

65

14

Coconut rice with meat and veg (Nasi uduk

12

23

62 ▲

14

Fried rice (Nasi goreng)

10 21

54

Beef curry (Rendang)

7

53

Fried noodles (Mee goreng)

6

Thin noodle dish (Bakmi goreng)
Egg and minced meat crepe (Martabak)

19
31

10

29

3

Spicy beef stew (Semur daging
Beef croquettes (Perkedel)

21

3

53

21

60

12

37

6

18
25
2
25

4

36 ▲

14

10

12

Marinated beef meat, fried and punded (Empal)

4

12 ▲

Spicy beef stew with coconut milk (Gulai sapi pedas)

3

11

Chilli beef (Dendang)

3

10

Oxtail soup (Sop buntut)

3

10

Beef stew (Rawon)

3

10 ▲

74
45

14

Spicy beef liver stir fry (Sambal goreng ati)
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35

318

22 ▲

5

Beef skewers (Sate sapi)

58

27

Beef meat and offal soup with coconut (Soto betawi) 3 7

Base:
Q36.

15

18
1
5

25 ▲
13
7

Purchase beef outside of home weekly – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
NB: Labels <3% for ‘every day’ to ‘2-3 times a week’ data not shown
How often do you typically buy the following beef based meals outside the home..?
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Every day
4-6 times a week
2-3 times a week
Weekly

Purchase channels
Page 55
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Meat vendors used for household purchases

In-home



Wet markets are by far the most frequently used purchase channel for meats used in household cooking.



Medanese survey respondents predominantly use wet markets. Jakartans tend to use a wider variety of vendors and are significantly more likely to use
mobile vendors, supermarkets, hypermarkets and minimarkets when compared to Medanese respondents.

Medan

Jakarta

Wet markets

Mobile vendor

In Jakarta, upper
classes are more
likely to frequent
supermarkets and
hypermarkets

49 18

33

11 7 20 23 30

47

76

41 ▲

38

23

60

82

99▲

7 13 17 21

Supermarkets

4

12 ▲

1

Hypermarkets

3

12 ▲

1
Every day
4-6 times a week

Minimarkets

35 9▲

1

2-3 times a week
Weekly
Fortnightly
Monthly

Base:
Q2a.
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Purchase groceries for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
How often is meat bought for cooking in your household from the following outlets?
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Reasons for choosing to buy beef from wet markets



In-home

The top three purchase motivators – perceived freshness, convenience and quality – are consistent across Jakarta and Medan.
A number of significant differences between Jakartans and Medanese exist. Medanese are significantly more likely to visit wet markets due to perceived
freshness, better quality, taste and cost. Jakartans are significantly more motivated to buy beef from wet markets as they can see where the beef comes
from, can negotiate on price, can have beef products cut by a butcher, can source locally produced beef, can dress casually and have the ability to have a
line of credit with the household butcher.

Medan

Jakarta
70%

Assurance of freshness
Convenient / closer to home

61%

Better quality

Base:
Q3.
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29%

39% ▲

Cheaper

33%

Safer / less chance of contamination

34%

Butcher cuts beef for me

26% ▲

Wet markets supply locally produced beef

26% ▲

Have a line of credit with my butcher

55% ▲

45% ▲

I can haggle / negotiate price

Less concern over appearance - can wear casual
clothes or sleeping attire

70% ▲

42%

Can see where the beef comes from / the carcass

Flexibility in amount bought (not pre-prepared)

60%

58%

Tastes better

Relationship with and trust of butcher

87% ▲

30%
42% ▲
39%
19%
14%

13%

13%

11%
12% ▲
9% ▲

Purchase beef from wet markets – Jakarta (n=1,178), Medan (n=400)
Why do you purchase beef from wet markets some of the time?
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10%

3%
2%

Reasons for choosing to buy beef from supermarkets

In-home



Respondents opt to buy beef from supermarkets on occasion because of the ambience – they are air conditioned, clean and a nice place to visit.



The cleanliness is particularly a drawcard for Medanese respondents (87% Medan versus 60% Jakarta), while price promotions are a motivator for a
significantly higher proportion of Jakartan respondents (40% Jakarta versus 10% Medan).

Medan*

Jakarta
Air conditioned

65%

Cleaner

60%

Nice place to visit

46%

Price promotions

40% ▲

Information on label - cut, sell by date, origin etc.

57%
10%
23%

35%

33%

More choices - cuts, origins, weight

27%

13%

A social outing / to catch up with friends

26%

13%

Cheaper

25%

13%

Convenience - close to work etc.

22%

Safer / less chance of contamination

22%

Better quality

22%

Higher accuracy in weight - digital scales

22%

17%
10%

13%

15%

3%

Supply imported beef products

15%

3%

1%

Purchase beef from supermarkets – Jakarta (n=618), Medan (n=30)
*Caution, small sample (n=<30)
And why do you purchase beef from supermarkets some of the time?
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4)

17%

Tastes better

Along with monthly shopping
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87% ▲

38%

Not crowded

Base:
Note:
Q4.

73%

0%

Integrity of meat vendors


In-home

On the whole, respondents are more likely to perceive vendor integrity to have improved (rather than worsened) when it comes to selling illegally
imported meat and/or meat that is different to what it is claimed to be.

Wet market – integrity in relation to illegal import of meat

35% ▲
33%
8%
4%
19% ▲
Jakarta

Wet market – integrity in relation to selling meat that is
different to what you’re told it is

19%

38% ▲

Better

35%

The same

15%▲

Worse

34%

22% ▲

Has never been an issue

11%

Don't know

7%
4%
18% ▲

36% ▲

Medan

Jakarta

Supermarket – integrity in relation to illegal import of meat

31%
5%
15%
Jakarta
Base:

22%
10%
Medan

21%

The same
Worse

35%

67% ▲

Has never been an issue

13% ▲
4%

Don't know

17% ▲

Medan*

Purchase meat from wet markets – Jakarta (n=1,186), Medan (n=399),
Purchase meat from supermarkets – Jakarta (n=555), Medan (n=24)
Q28/29. Do you think the honesty and integrity of wet markets/supermarkets in relation
to the illegal import of meat is getting better, the same or getting worse
compared to 5 years ago?
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44%

Better

71% ▲

14% ▲

Supermarket – integrity in relation to selling meat that is
different to what you’re told it is

13%
46% ▲

20%

Jakarta

13% ▲
Medan*

Q30/31. Do you think the honesty and integrity of wet markets/supermarkets in relation
to selling meat that is different to what you’re told it is getting better, the
same or getting worse compared to 5 years ago? (i.e. may be a different type of
animal, may not be as fresh as it appears)?
NB: Labels <4% not shown *Caution: small sample size (<30), interpret results with caution
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Vendors used to purchase beef-containing meals outside the home

Out of home



Close to three in ten Jakartans who eat outside the home visit a Warung for beef dishes every day (27%) and six in ten do so weekly (62%). Warungs are
also the most frequented vendor for beef dishes in Medan.



Padangs and ‘other’ Indonesian restaurants are also popular in both regions.



Fast food restaurants and Japanese restaurants are more likely to be visited regularly in Jakarta, whilst café’s are more often frequented in Medan.

Medan

Jakarta
27

Warung
16

Padang restaurants
Other Indonesian restaurants
Fast food restaurants (i.e. McDonalds, KFC etc.)

Steak houses

75
5

Base:
Q37.
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34

80 84

62
65

81

88
91▲

4 18
10

59 ▲

11
15

42

Korean restaurants

4

Italian restaurants

4

9 15
6

73
53

19
12

9

4 16

26

45 ▲
Every day
4-6 times a week
2-3 times a week
Weekly

1

Eat beef outside the home – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
NB: Labels <4% for everyday to fortnightly data not shown
How often do you purchase or order meals containing beef from the following vendor types?
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55

93

41

8 ▲

4

77 87

22 29

9 16
3

7
13

44
25

49

53

7

Cafes
Japanese restaurants

31 41

10 19
56

Lunchbox vendors

39

5 9 17

Convenience stores

43

Fortnightly

Monthly

Vendors used to purchase beef-containing meals outside the home


Differences between subgroups within Jakarta are highlighted in the table below

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences
Differences in weekly purchase
In Jakarta, fast food restaurants are more popular
amongst 30-39 year olds (31%) than other respondents,
particularly older respondents (3% of those 50+)

Medan: Significant sub-group differences
Differences in weekly purchase
No significant differences by subgroup in Medan are
apparent

Older respondents are less likely to purchase from fast
food restaurants, padang restaurants and other
Indonesian restaurants
Upper social classes (A/A+ and B) are more likely to eat
at fast food restaurants (32% A+/A/B versus 5% D) and
steak houses (10% A+/A/B versus 0% D) and less likely
to eat in Warungs (69% A+/A/B versus 87% C1/C2)
Padang restaurants are more frequently visited by males,
whilst females eat at steak houses more often than males
Those working are more inclined to visit Padangs and
Warungs, whilst housewives are more inclined than others to
frequent steakhouses

Base:
Q37.
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Eat beef outside the home weekly – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
How often do you purchase or order meals containing beef from the following vendor types?
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Out of home

Frequency of using apps to order take-away food delivery

Out of home



The use of apps to order takeaway food delivery is far more prevalent amongst the upper social classes in both Jakarta and Medan.



App usage is similar in both regions – 14% of Jakartan respondents and 11% of grocery decision makers in Medan indicate they use an app monthly.

At least
monthly
(%)

(n=)

Jakarta

(1209)

Medan

(401)

8% 3% 4% 3%

22%

5% 2%3% 2%
Weekly

61%

24%
Fortnightly

Monthly

Every 2-3 months

Less often

Never

Medan: Significant sub-group differences
% purchasing using apps weekly

% purchasing using apps weekly

A/A+

B

C1

C2

D

A/A+

B

C1

C2

D

Upper 1

Upper 2

Middle 1

Middle 2

Lower

Upper 1

Upper 2

Middle 1

Middle 2

Lower

18% ▲

16% ▲

2% ▼

17% ▲

12%

3%

1%

0%

(n=200)

(n=60)

(n=69)

(n=72)

(n=160)
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11

63%

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences

Base:
Q2ai.

14

(n=180)

8%
(n=226)

4% ▼
(n=443)

Purchase groceries for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
How often do you use an app (e.g. GRAB or GO-FOOD) to order a takeaway food delivery?
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(n=144)

(n=56)

Imported vs local beef
Page 63
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Preference for local or imported beef for household

In-home



There is a notable difference across markets in preference for local or imported beef – respondents from Medan who purchase beef for the home are
significantly more likely to prefer local beef (98% of Medanese respondents versus 80% of Jakartan respondents).



Perceptions of freshness and quality underpin respondents’ preference for local beef.

Jakarta

(1,209)

Medan

(401)

80% ▼

5%▲

98% ▲
Local

Imported

No preference

Jakarta: Reasons
Significant
forsub-group
local beef differences
preference

86%
Fresher

Medan: Reasons for local beef preference

59%

98%

Better
quality

Fresher

Jakarta:
Jakarta:
Reasons
Significant
for imported
sub-group
beef
differences
preference

77%
Cheaper

Base:
Q21.
Q22.
Q23.
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38%
Better
quality

14% ▲

66%
Better
quality

Medan: Reasons for imported beef preference

n=1

Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
NB: Labels <2% not shown
Do you prefer to purchase local or imported beef for your in home consumption?
Why do you prefer local beef?
Why do you prefer imported beef?
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Only one respondent from Medan
preferred imported beef, their
reason for preferring imported beef
was that it is cheaper

Reasons for preference of local beef for household

In-home



Interestingly, whilst the strength of preference for local beef differs across the two cities, the primary reasons for preferring local beef are the same
across markets.



Of note is that the top four reasons in both markets relate directly to aspects that impact the consumption experience. Factors such as flavour,
tenderness, taste and freshness all rank in the same order across the two cities and are ahead of more practical factors such as price, availability and
safety.

Jakarta: Reasons for preferring local beef
Fresher

Tastes better / sweeter

45%

Tastes better / sweeter

Safer / less chance of
contamination

45%

Safer / less chance of
contamination

Cheaper

41%

66% ▲

More tender

52%

More readily available

98% ▲

Better quality

59%

More tender
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Fresher

86%

Better quality

Base:
Q22.

Medan: Reasons for preferring local beef

58%
52% ▲
42%

More readily available

36%

Cheaper

27%

36% ▲

Lower fat content

25% ▲

Lower fat content

Supporting local markets /
butchers

23% ▲

Supporting local markets /
butchers

8%

19%

Supporting local farmers

18% ▲

Supporting local farmers

7%

Higher fat content

17% ▲

Higher fat content

6%

Purchase beef for home, prefer local beef – Jakarta (n=971), Medan (n=394)
Why do you prefer local beef?
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Reasons for preference of imported beef for household


The primary reason Jakartan respondents prefer imported beef relates to price (imported beef is seen to be cheaper).

Jakarta: Reasons for preferring imported beef

Cheaper

77%

Better quality

38%

Tastes better

27%

Lower fat content

24%

Safer / less chance of
contamination

17%

More prestigious

Page 66

n=1

14%

Higher fat content

Base:
Q23.

Medan: Reasons for preferring imported beef

11%

Finer meat fibres

2%

Meat colour is more red

2%

Purchase beef for home, prefer imported beef – Jakarta (n=66), Medan (n=1)
Why do you prefer imported beef?
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Only one respondent from Medan prefers
imported beef, because it is perceived to
be cheaper

In-home

Origin of imported beef purchased for the home

In-home



Whilst the majority have never knowingly bought imported beef, those that have most often recognise Australia as it origin.



Upper SES households in both Medan and Jakarta report purchasing more Australian beef.

Jakarta: Countries purchased beef from

Australia

15%

New Zealand
USA / America

Medan: Countries purchased beef from

Australia
New Zealand

3%

4% ▲

UK

0%

UK

Brazil

0%

Brazil

India

0%

India

0%

Mexico

0%

Mexico

0%

Argentina

0%

Argentina

0%

Have not purchased from
any of these countries
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3%

USA / America

1%

84%
Base:
Q24.

10%

Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
Aside from Indonesia have you ever purchased beef or buffalo meat for cooking at home from any of the following countries?
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0%
1%

87%

Have not purchased from
any of these countries

Imported beef consumption outside the home


Out of home

Aligning with in-home consumption, the majority of Jakartans (89%) and the Medanese (88%) do not intentionally consume imported beef when
eating out

Jakarta

(303)

11%

89%

Medan

(102)

12%

88%
Yes

No

Jakarta: Reasons to eat imported beef
Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences
when eating out (n=33)
Cheaper

70%

Better quality

70%

Tastes better

55%

Safer / less chance of
contamination

48%

Higher fat content

Base:
Q44.
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n=

58%

Lower fat content

Because imported beef is the
only one available

Medan: Reasons to eat imported beef
when eating out (n=12)*

39%
3%

Eat beef outside the home – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
When eating outside the home, do you ever consume beef specifically
advertised as imported?

Cheaper

8

Better quality

5

Tastes better

9

Lower fat content

3

NB: low base size (n<30), interpret results with caution
Q45.

Why do you choose to eat imported beef when purchasing meals outside the
home?
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Country of origin for meat consumed outside the home

Out of home



Three in four of those who eat beef outside the home do not recall seeing country of origin displayed when purchasing meals outside the home (73%
Jakarta, 78% Medan).



Of the countries tested, beef origin advertising from Australia had the highest recall (35% Jakarta, 20% Medan)
−

Higher social classes in both Jakarta and Medan are more likely than lower social classes to recall seeing country of origin displayed as Australia
(42% and 50% respectively). Higher social classes in Jakarta are more likely than others to recall seeing country of origin displayed as the USA.

Jakarta: Recall beef origin being advertised
Australia

Medan: Recall beef origin being advertised
Australia

25%

New Zealand

4%

New Zealand

USA / America

4%

USA / America

India

2%

India

UK

1%

UK

Argentina

1%

Argentina

Brazil

0%

Brazil

Mexico

0%

Mexico

73%

Do not recall seeing
country of origin displayed
(for these countries)

Base:
Q47.
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Eat beef outside the home – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
Please think about all types of meat that you eat outside of the home now, not just beef.
Aside from Indonesia, which of the following other countries have you seen the meat advertised as being from?
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20%
7%
3%
5%
1%
0%
1%
0%

78%

Do not recall seeing
country of origin displayed
(for these countries)

Beef pricing
Page 70
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Beef pricing in wet markets and supermarkets

In-home



The average perceived price paid for raw beef is similar in Jakarta and Medan.



In Medan, wet markets have a lower perceived price for raw beef than supermarkets, while Jakartans perceive wet market prices to be higher.

Jakarta: Typical price paid for raw beef
Average
price paid:
113,100
RP/KG

Wet market – price per kilogram
Under 100,000 RP

5% ▲

100,000 to 109,000 RP

19% ▲

110,000 to 119,000 RP

21%

36%

130,000 RP or more
Base:
Q17a.
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Average
price paid:
106,200
RP/KG

0%

17%

Under 100,000 RP

7%
33%

100,000 to 109,000 RP

7%

110,000 to 119,000 RP

7%

130,000 RP or more
Base:
Q19a.

Average
price paid:
116,700
RP/KG

53%

120,000 to 129,000 RP

9%

Purchase beef from wet markets – Jakarta (n=1,178), Medan (n=400)
When purchasing from wet markets, what is the typical price you pay for raw
beef meat per kilo?

24%

Supermarket – price per kilogram

15%

120,000 to 129,000 RP

62% ▲

120,000 to 129,000 RP
130,000 RP or more

Supermarket – price per kilogram

110,000 to 119,000 RP

13%

100,000 to 109,000 RP

4% ▲

100,000 to 109,000 RP

2%

Under 100,000 RP

51% ▲

Under 100,000 RP

Average
price paid:
111,800
RP/KG

Wet market – price per kilogram

110,000 to 119,000 RP

120,000 to 129,000 RP
130,000 RP or more

Medan: Typical price paid for raw beef

17%

Purchase beef from supermarkets – Jakarta (n=618), Medan (n=30)
When purchasing from supermarkets or hypermarkets, what is the typical price
you pay for raw beef meat per kilo?
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Price difference for imported beef

In-home



Mixed perceptions exist on whether imported or local beef is more expensive. Jakartan respondents tend to see beef from wet markets to be lower (64%,
versus 30% Medanese respondents).



In Medan, the price of imported beef from wet markets varies by ethnic group. Bataknese respondents are more likely to perceive imported beef as
expensive while Javanese most commonly see imported beef as being cheaper.

Wet market – price of imported beef compared to local beef
(^n=)

Jakarta

(796)

Medan

(225)

18%

18%

64% ▲

38% ▲

32% ▲

Higher

30%

The same

(^n=)
(505)

Medan

(28*)

26%

18%

Higher

^Note:
Base:
Q18.
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57%

36%

Don’t know / Not applicable excluded *Caution, small sample (n=<30)
Purchase beef from wet markets – Jakarta (n=1,178), Medan (n=400)
Is the price of imported beef you can buy in the wet market higher, lower or
the same as local beef?

39%
The same

Base:
Q20.

Not
applicable
(%)

15

17

20▲

24▲

Don’t
know
(%)

Not
applicable
(%)

12

3

6

3

Lower

Supermarket – price of imported beef compared to local beef

Jakarta

Don’t
know
(%)

25%
Lower

Purchase beef from supermarkets – Jakarta (n=618), Medan (n=30)
Is the price of imported beef you can buy in the supermarket higher, lower or
the same as local beef?
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Price difference during special occasions

In-home



Stark increases in reported purchase prices at times of religious festivals are experienced in both cities and across both wet markets and supermarkets.



Average reported prices across both cities and purchase channels increase in the vicinity of 20% - proportionately slightly higher in Jakarta.

Jakarta: Average price paid for raw beef

Medan: Average price paid for raw beef

146,300▲
138,800

133,500

133,400
116,700 ▲

113,100 ▲

111,800
106,200

Normal pricing

Base:
Q17b.
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Wet market price
Supermarket price

Wet market price
Supermarket price

Religious festival pricing

Purchase beef from wet markets – Jakarta (n=1,178), Medan (n=400)
What do you typically pay during religious festivals for raw beef meat in the
wet markets? (i.e. Idul Fitri, Idul Adha, Christmas etc.)

Normal pricing

Base:
Q19b

Religious festival pricing

Purchase beef from supermarkets – Jakarta (n=618), Medan (n=30)
What do you typically pay during religious festivals for raw beef meat in
supermarkets and hypermarkets? (i.e. Idul Fitri, Idul Adha, Christmas etc.)
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Maximum prices paid outside the home






Out of home

Jakartans are willing to pay more for beef dishes than Medanese respondents across all three vendor types included in the survey.
Higher social classes are willing to pay a significantly higher average amount for beef in Western/Asian restaurants compared to lower social classes
(A+/A/B: 213,500; C1/C2: 163,600; D: 128,900).
There is a notable reluctance to purchase beef from lunch box vendors in Jakarta.
Jakarta housewives are willing to spend more on lunch box vendor beef dishes (average 108,000 RP).

Jakarta: Average maximum price paid for beef dish (RP)

Medan: Average maximum price paid for beef dish (RP)

179,900

128,500

75,400
51,000

47,000

Western / Asian restaurant

Would not buy
beef from
these vendors:

Base:
Note:
Q43.
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Lunch box vendor

Warung

22%

59% ▲ 1%

Western /
Asian
restaurant

Lunch box
vendor

Warung

Western / Asian restaurant

Would not buy
beef from
these vendors:

Eat beef outside the home – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
‘Would not buy’ responses excluded from average price analysis
What is the maximum you would pay for a dish containing beef from the following vendor types?
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38,100

Lunch box vendor

Warung

32%

36%

0%

Western /
Asian
restaurant

Lunch box
vendor

Warung

Beef purchasing drivers
Page 75
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Importance of factors in choosing beef for the household

In-home



The quality indicators considered most important when choosing beef are relatively consistent across Jakarta and Medan, and include freshness, price,
colour and texture.



Butcher recommendations and production location, whilst still considered important, are relatively less influential in the decision of which beef to
purchase.

NET:
NET:
% important % important
(Jakarta)
(Medan)

% very important
84%
83%

Freshness at time of purchase
77%

Price

82%
77%

Colour

70%
71%

Texture

63%
69%

Springiness

56%
56%

Fat content

51%

Suitability for meals I want to
cook

56%
61%

Location of production (local,
imported)

37%

43%

Recommendation from
butcher

33%
29%
Jakarta

Base:
Q5.
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Medan

Purchase beef for home – Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
How important are each of the following aspects when choosing which beef to buy for cooking in your household?
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100

100

98

100 ▲

99

100

99

100

98 ▲

89

89

90

94

99 ▲

79

92 ▲

70

86 ▲

Importance of factors in choosing meals outside the home

Out of home



The factors influencing where to eat heavy/social meals outside the home largely mirror those influencing where to purchase lighter meals/snacks.



All factors are considered important by a vast majority of respondents with taste, cleanliness and freshness amongst the most important. These align
with the factors important to choosing beef for the household.



For meals consumed out of home, taste and convenience are aspects unique to choosing meals outside the home.

Heavy / social meals
% very important
Freshness of the
ingredients used

82%
85%

85%
88%

Taste of the meals
62%
67%

Convenience
Cleanliness of
establishment / vehicle

76%
75%
72%
65%

Origin of ingredients used

68%

Price
Comfort of the
establishment

65%
63%

How much meat is
contained in the meals
Ambience / décor
Recommendation by
friends or family
The way the meal looks /
photographs

Base:
Q35.
Q34.
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60%
50%
34%
28%
19%

94%▲

Light meals / snacks
NET: %
important
(Jakarta)

NET: %
important
(Medan)

100

100

Freshness of the
ingredients used

99

100

Taste of the meals

99

100

Convenience

98

100

Cleanliness of
establishment / vehicle

97

100

Origin of ingredients used

96

100

96

100

93
84

96
85

35%

33%
39%
Jakarta

79

Medan

78

91 ▲
92 ▲

% very important

84%
87%

100

100

100

98

100

99

99

96

100

96

99

95

100

91

93

79

84

74

89 ▲

74

86

75%
79%
66%
66%
66%
62%
60%

How much meat is
contained in the meals

59%▲

The way the meal looks /
photographs

99

62%
61%

Comfort of the
establishment

Recommendation by
friends or family

NET: %
important
(Medan)

81%
78%

Price

Ambience / décor

NET: %
important
(Jakarta)

40%

89% ▲

28%
24%
21%

33%

30%
29%
Jakarta

Medan

Purchase beef outside of home – Jakarta (n=303), Medan (n=102)
And how important are each of the following aspects when choosing where to purchase heavy meals or meals with family and friends outside the home?
How important are each of the following aspects when choosing where to purchase light meals and snacks outside the home?
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Beef consumption
during special occasions
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Changes in beef purchase during special occasions


Over 8 in 10 people in both locations report that there are occasions in the year where more beef is purchased.



In Jakarta, those with less income are least likely to increase beef purchase during special occasions.

Jakarta

(1,209)

Medan

(401)

86% ▲

14% ▲

82%
Yes

In-home

18% ▲

▼

No

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences
Respondents in the lower social class (D) are the least
likely to purchase more beef or beef products than
usual on special occasions

Medan: Significant sub-group differences

Bataknese are less inclined to indicate there are special
occasions when they buy beef or beef products
Females are more likely to purchase more beef or beef
products than usual during special occasions

Base:
Q10.
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Total sample - Jakarta (n=1,209), Medan (n=401)
Are there any occasions during the year when you buy more beef or beef products than usual?
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Special occasions that drive increased beef purchase


In-home

Religious festivals are the occasions most likely to drive increased purchasing, although there are a number of other family and celebratory occasions
when beef may be purchased in larger volumes.

Medan

Jakarta
Eid al-Fitr

96%▲

Eid Adha

42%

Ladies gathering

9%

16%▲

Birthdays

8%

13%▲

Circumcision party

7%

Wedding

8%

8%
7%
4%

Baby ritual

5%

8%

New Year

3%

7%▲

Christmas

2%

Easter

2%

Ramadan
Other (mentions <2%)
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43%

21%▲

Qur’an recital

Base:
Q11.

89%

9%▲
4%▲

0%
2%

Buy more beef for special occasions - Jakarta (n=1,042), Medan (n=329)
On which occasions would you buy more beef or beef products than usual for cooking at home?
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8%▲
1%

Special occasions that drive increased beef purchase


In-home

There are a number of sub-group differences in the special occasions for which more beef is purchased. These are detailed in the tables below.

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences
A ladies gathering and circumcision party are highlighted
as two events where more beef or beef products would
be purchased for Upper Class (A/A+) respondents

Purchasing more beef or beef products for Qur’an recital
and baby rituals is the most popular amongst
respondents aged 30 to 39

Middle (C2) are the least inclined to purchase more beef or
beef products for a ladies gathering or wedding

Females are the most inclined to purchase beef or beef
products for Eid al-Fitr, while males are more likely to
purchase these products for New Year or Christmas

Respondents aged 50 plus are less likely to purchase more
beef or beef products for birthdays
Bataknese respondents are the most likely to purchase
more beef or beef products for Christmas and Easter and
the least likely to make these purchases for Eid al-Fitr
(n=19)
Christmas and Easter are also a draw card for students to
purchase more beef or beef products for cooking at home
(n=14)

Base:
Q11.
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Medan: Significant sub-group differences

Buy more beef for special occasions - Jakarta (n=1,042), Medan (n=329)
On which occasions would you buy more beef or beef products than usual for cooking at home?
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The Upper Social class (A/A+) are more inclined to
purchase beef or beef products for cooking at home at a
ladies gathering or for birthdays.
Beef or beef products for Eid al-Fitr and Eid Adha are the most
likely to be purchased by respondents who are not working/
housewives
Ethnicity plays a key role in purchasing more beef or beef
products than usual; Javanese purchase for Eid al-Fitr an Eid
Adha; Bataknese are more likely to purchase for ladies
gatherings, birthdays, New Year, Christmas and Easter; whilst
Minangs are most inclined to purchase for Ramadan

Beef dishes prepared during special occasions

In-home



The dishes cooked during special occasions tend to be the same as those cooked during normal periods. Rendang beef curry is the dish most commonly
prepared during special occasions.



There are a number of dishes that are prepared more often on special occasions than at other times of the year (e.g. Semur daging in Jakarta and beef
croquettes in Medan.

Jakarta
Beef curry (Rendang)
Spicy beef stew (Semur daging)
Spicy beef liver stir fry (Sambal goreng ati)
Meat balls in soup (Bakso)
Chilli beef (Dendang)
Spicy beef stew with coconut milk (Gulai sapi pedas)

32%
14% ▲
▲
9%

vs, typically
cooked

88%
74%
▲

96%▲

(69%)
(24%)

(7%)
(15%)

Beef croquettes (Perkedel)
Thin noodle dish

8%▲

(11%)

1%

(13%)

4%

9%▲

(11%)
(12%)

1%

Base:
Q12.
Q7.
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2%
9%▲

(4%)

Fried noodles (Mee goreng)

2%

(5%)

5%▲

Fried rice (Nasi goreng)

1%

(9%)

6%▲

Bone Soup

0%

(1%)

-

Buy more beef for special occasions - Jakarta (n=1,042), Medan (n=329)
What meals are cooked in your household on special occasions (by category)?
What meals are typically cooked in your household?
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9%▲
4%

(5%)

(3%)

3%

8%▲

(24%)

(1%)

Beef skewers (Sate sapi)

Other (mentions <2%)

(33%)

(1%)

17%▲

(8%)
(10%)

(23%)

(1%)
10%▲

9%▲
7%▲

(19%)

21%▲

Marinated beef meat, fried and pounded (Empal)

Sliced beef with chilli paste (Sapi rica rica)

(9%)

29%▲

Beef meat and offal soup with coconut (Soto betawi)

4%

15%
23%▲

1%

Beef soup

(20%)

(12%)
(7%)

(93%)

16%
10%

(20%)

6%

Beef stew (Rawon)

vs, typically
cooked

(77%)

6%
10%
▲
6%

Oxtail soup (Sop buntut)

Medan

(18%)
(2%)
(12%)
(2%)
(5%)
(18%)

-

Beef dishes prepared during special occasions


There are some sub-group differences between social classes and ethnic groups in Jakarta (identified below).



There are no significant sub-group differences in Medan.

Jakarta: Significant sub-group differences
Sliced beef with chilli paste is more likely to be a special
occasion dish for Upper Class (A/A+) respondents. Beef
meat and offal soup with coconut tends to be favoured
by Upper Class (B) respondents whilst beef croquettes
are more likely to be a special occasion dish for middle
social class respondents.

Medan: Significant sub-group differences
No significant differences by subgroup in Medan are
apparent

Javanese respondents are the most likely to cook beef
stew, while marinated beef meat, fried and pounded is
the most favoured by Sudanese. Betawi respondents are
the least likely to cook spicy beef liver stir fry on special
occasions

Base:
Q12.
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Buy more beef for special occasions - Jakarta (n=1,042), Medan (n=329)
What meals are cooked in your household on special occasions (by category)?
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In-home

Overview
Click to go to

Qualitative research

Research findings
The food landscape
Meat purchasing and
consumption preferences
Beef perceptions and
consumption behaviours
Purchasing beef
Buffalo meat
Key learnings
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Research findings
Page 85
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Constraint
Focus group discussions evolve creative ideas and
generate hypotheses. They are not intended to be a
precise and definitive index of what happens in the
marketplace. This report should be interpreted with
that constraint in mind.

The food landscape
Page 86
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Overview: The food landscape
►

The Indonesian food scene has changed markedly in recent years. A
number of observations can be made about how it has evolved as
these factors impact the beef market and beef consumption.

►

Eating out is a primary leisure activity… When asked what people
like to do in their spare time, eating and eating out was almost a
universal first choice. Eating establishments were the venues of
choice for meeting up with friends and that was the case for people
of all ages and genders.

►

Greater exposure to international cuisines… More variety and a
broader food repertoire, largely as a result of television cooking
shows and social media
-

Emergence of fusion dishes – e.g. mozzarella creations, steak
with sambal matah (traditional condiments of chilies and
herbs)

-

International dishes are less popular overall in Medan,
especially Japanese and Korean cuisines

►

Accessibility to premium foods… Foods that were historically only
available in restaurants are now becoming affordable and accessible
to consumers – e.g. dim sum now sold from street vendors, burgers
and pizza are now considered affordable (even for middle-low SEC).

►

Tools and short-cuts… Access to tools /short-cuts for cooking –
means no need to do everything from scratch – e.g. pressure
cooker, food processor, instant seasonings
-

►

Allows more variety in home-cooking

Jakarta is a metropolitan city with diverse
cultures, while Medan is more
conservative and traditional – this impacts
the variety and type of foods eaten in
these locations

►

A mix of international cuisines and fusion
dishes

►

Used widely in Indonesia in relation to
food – from following celebrity chef
accounts to visiting establishments known
to have ‘Insta-worthy’ dishes

Influence and
mindset

Trending food

Social media

Reinventing… Old, familiar ingredients are presented in new ways –
e.g. fried chicken with mozzarella cheese, banana nuggets.
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►
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Overview of research locations
Jakarta

►

A melting pot of cultures… Regarded as a melting pot of
cultures, religions and ethnicities.

►

International influence… Greater exposure to International
cultures – e.g. Korean, Western, Japanese.

►

Less conservative… Jakartans considered less conservative than
those in other parts of the country.

Medan

►

Less exposed to international influences… Medan also has a
mix of ethnicities, religions and cultures but is less exposed to
international cultures compared to Jakarta.

►

Traditional values prevail… Most still maintain more traditional
values such as having big ceremonies and preparing dishes
unique to the ceremony – e.g. ‘terites’ (a dish made from digested
greens inside a cow’s intestine) from the Karo tribe in Sumatra.

Jakarta is a metropolitan city with diverse cultures, while Medan is more conservative and traditional. Hence, Jakartans are
exposed to a wider range of food styles and types – local, foreign and fusion. Medanese tend to stay in their comfort zone and
are slower to adopt foreign or fusion foods.
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Trending food – Jakarta


Indonesian local food is still widely consumed but fusion dishes and international dishes are seen as fashionable.

Korean

Japanese

(e.g. Ojju, Mujigae, Gojumong)

(e.g. Sushi Tei, Aeon Mall)
►

Aeon is a Japanese supermarket which provides sushi at an affordable
price

New trends

Western

(e.g. fusion food, etc.)

(e.g. Steak houses such as Holy Cow, Abuba steak; burger joints)
Geprek with
mozzarella
(pounded fried
chicken with
mozzarella)
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Bakso boedjangan
(bakso with filling – e.g. chili
paste, cheese)

Bakso beranak
(big bakso with smaller ones
inside)

Raclette steak
(steak with
melted cheese on
top)

Trending food - Medan


Indonesian food dominates and international food is less prevalent overall in comparison to Jakarta. However there are some trends, impacting
the food landscape.

Japanese food
►

For example:
-

Hoka Bento

Western
►

For example:
-

Steak houses such as Steak 21 and
Waroeng Steak

-

Fast food such as McDonalds

New trends
►

For example:
-

Fusion food

Ayam geprek
(pounded fried
chicken with chili
paste which has
different levels of
spiciness)

Burger pao
(Chinese-style bun
filled with meat,
vegetables etc.)

Banana nugget
(also mentioned in
Jakarta but less
prominent)
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Social media use


High social media prevalence… Both Jakarta and Medan
consumers are active in their use of social media (especially younger
single consumers) who use social media to:
-

-





Jakarta


Browse recipes and research recommendations on popular
food

-

Jakartafood

-

Kulineryuk

Posting pictures of their own food (and as a result, has seen a
rise in restaurants creating ‘trendy food’ dishes – more value
put on innovation; novelty; decoration/ presentation; photoworthiness)

-

Bogor kuliner

-

Resep yummy

-

Celebrity chef accounts
like Arief Muhammad

Strong pressure to ‘exist’ online… As a result, consumers are more
open to try new things, in order to keep up-to-date.



Higher use in Jakarta… They are constantly looking for new and
interesting foods or restaurants; they make an effort to stay on
trend
-

-
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Instagram:

Tend to put a high emphasis on ambience and presentation of
a restaurant or dish
More open to trying new dishes

Facebook:
-

Search for recipes

-

Magazines’ official page



TV: Masterchef



Browsing other media:
-

SnapChat

-

YouTube

-

Google search
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Medan


Instagram:
-

Instastories from
culinary accounts or
friend

-

Farah Quinn



TV: culinary shows



Other media:
-

Path

-

Facebook

-

YouTube

Consumer sentiments: societal trends and social media

“Makanan yang trend sekarang ini itu ayam
geprek, banana, nugget, terus indomie yang
ada level levelnya itu.”

“Cari makanan sekarang yang di café gitu
kayak Tamani café, beer garden atau gak ya
ke café yang jepang atau korea.”

“Trendy food nowadays include ayam
geprek, banana nugget and Indomie (instant
noodle) with spiciness levels”

“We’re looking for food at cafes like Tamani
café, Beer Garden or go to Japanese or
Korean places.”

(Female, 20-35 years old, SES C1C2, Medan)

(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)

“Makanan yang trend di medan itu chicken
holic, jadi semacam daging KFC crispy,
terus potongannya kecil dikasih bumbu yang
ada level pedesnya gitu .”
“Trendy food in Medan is Chickenholic, so
some kind of KFC chicken but in smaller
pieces with spicy seasoning, there is level
of spiciness.”
(Male, 25-40 years old, SES ABC1C2, Jakarta)

“Perkembangan jaman sekarang itu ada
masakan korea yang masuk, karena kalau
cuma western kan bosen ya. Kalau ada yang
baru jadi buat penasaran.”
“Recent development is Korean food,
because if only Western food, it is boring.
So if there is something new it will stir our
curiosity.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)

“Trend dari media sosial, sekarang dari
pizza lebih ke steak dan korean food. Terus
masakan indonesia lebih beragam juga,
orang sekarang juga keranjingan sosial
media.”
“Social media trend now is moving from
pizza to steak and Korean food. There is
also more variety for Indonesian food.
People now are crazy about social media.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)

“Sekarang itu trendnya selain menikmati
makanan juga eksis di media sosial. Kalau
udah upload media sosial itu puas, apalagi
kalau ada yang tanya, itu kayak merasa
berhasil meprovokator gitu. Bisa pamer juga
kan .”
“The trend now is aside from enjoying the
food we also need to exist in the social
media. If I have uploaded something on
social media I feel satisfied. More so when
someone asks about my post, I just feel
that I’m successful in provoking and I can
show off as well.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)
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Meat purchasing and
consumption preferences
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Overview: Meat consumption

Decision maker in meat
consumption

►

Female influence… Mothers are the main decision makers in the household and are usually the ones who
purchase meat.

►

Deferred decision making… Most males are not involved in the decision making and purchase of meat; if they
are, it is in the form of requesting dishes for their mother/wife to cook, or accompanying their mother to the
market and observing the purchase process.

►

Chicken is the most consumed meat… Both by itself and in mixed/processed products (e.g. chicken nuggets)

►

Types of meat
consumed apart from
beef
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–

It is considered versatile in its use (many dishes, easy to cook) and affordable in price

–

Some health concerns exist, particularly associated with broiler chicken (i.e. chemical injections to
make the chickens bigger, usually in the wing) so most consider free-range chicken/’ayam kampung’
healthier

Goat and duck are popular… They are quite commonly sold from food vendors (e.g. restaurants, street food
vendors) but not generally cooked at home as the cooking process is considered too complicated for day-to-day
consumption; most only consume these meat types occasionally (e.g. weekends, eating out with friends after
work)
–

Goat is served at special events, most notably in Idul Adha/Eid al Adha where goat is one of the main
animals slaughtered

►

Pork only peripheral… It is considered non-Halal and given that the majority of Indonesians are Muslims,
consumption is limited. Amongst non-Muslims, it is cooked at home and sold by food vendors, usually in areas
where there are more ethnic Chinese. It is also part of the traditional cuisine of certain ethnic groups in
Indonesia such as Manado and Batak.

►

Some broader meat consumption… Other type of meat such as rabbit, venison or pigeon are not commonly
consumed for various reasons – e.g. fewer food vendors selling them, low accessibility. Rabbit meat is
considered more for pet food than domestic meals.
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Consumption frequency
Less
frequent

More
frequent

Other meat


Other meat such as
pigeon, rabbit, lamb or
buffalo are less widely
and frequently
consumed overall



Not cooked at home



Less exposure in
purchase channels and
food vendors

Pork

Duck and goat



Considered non-Halal
meat by Muslims – only
consumed by nonMuslims



Duck and goat are
more for out-of-home
consumption; available
at many food vendors



Occasional
consumption;
important for special
events (e.g. Chinese
New Year)



Perceived more
challenging to cook at
home – only for special
occasions




Less available and
accessible – i.e.
selected wet markets
and supermarkets
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Chicken



Beef (processed and
unprocessed) is
consumed on a weekly
basis, coming second
only to chicken



High availability and
accessibility (e.g. at
mobile street vendors,
mini markets, wet
markets)



Available and
accessible – i.e.
general trade and
modern trade; but less
in mobile vendors



Affordable



Halal meat



Versatile and easy to
cook – i.e. many dishes
options, almost all
parts are usable

Halal meat

*Not including fish, shellfish and other seafood consumption
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Beef



Halal meat



Perceived as quite
expensive



More limited
knowledge on different
cuts

An overview of typical daily meals


Beef dishes are considered “heavy food” for most and therefore tend to be consumed during lunch or dinner.

Breakfast


Mostly at home; otherwise at
office/campus



Some skip due to time constraints

Where?

Role of
beef
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At home or out-of-home; singles
who live with parents would
alternate between eating at home
and out-of-home

A few bring lunchboxes to
work/campus (same menu as
breakfast)



A filling dish is preferred – usually
with rice; if home-cooked then
usually different from lunch



E.g. nasi padang (with rendang,
etc.), beef stew, soto Betawi, beef
teriyaki, fast food, bakso; steak
usually after payday



E.g. satay, rendang, dendeng,
soto, soup, bakso, beef stew, black
pepper beef, fried chicken



Mostly out of home – eat at
restaurant/vendor, or takeaway
eaten at the office



Heavier, usually with rice





Light and simple preparation is
preferred; but a few would eat
heavier food



E.g. bread, noodle, omelette, fried
rice, rice+ (with tempeh, beef
stew, vegetables, chicken nugget)



Alone; with family; with
friends/colleagues



With friends; colleagues; and to a
lesser extent, family



With family; alone; with friends
(mostly for singles)



Less commonly consumed in the
morning



Can be a part of dishes commonly
consumed at lunch



Can be a part of dishes commonly
consumed at dinner

What?

With
whom?

Dinner

Lunch
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Weekend variations




Eating out on weekends… Eating out is most common on weekends
compared to during the week. The majority of Indonesians eat out at
some stage over the weekend.
–

Mothers are taking a break from cooking

–

More time to check out new food places (especially for
singles – trying out trendy places and food)



Location influences cuisine choice… In Jakarta, Indonesian food is
associated with day-to-day consumption. However, Medan
consumers tend to still choose Indonesian food often in the
weekend; especially with family.

A change of scene from weekday routine… When eating out on
weekends, different foods are sought (that they don’t prepare at
home). The emphasis for many is on dishes that are not usually
eaten at home.
–

More complicated dishes (they may not know how to make,
or don’t have the tools to make), e.g. steak, teppanyaki,
kopitiam, Korean BBQ, shabu-shabu

–

International dishes e.g. Western food, Japanese food,
Korean food, Fusion food

–

Trendy food



Ambience is important… Ambience of eating place is important and
has to support their need – e.g. kids area for family meal; cozy, nice
decor, free Wi-Fi.



Beef enhances the occasion… When eating out, beef is consumed
as it is seen to make meals more special than daily meals (beef
perceived as expensive, more prestigious).
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Variations at special events / occasions


Type of celebration influences location… Either going out or inhome, depending on the occasion.
Religious events such as Christmas or Eid ‘al Fitr/Lebaran or
traditional celebrations like Chinese New Year are usually
celebrated at home – there is a custom to have an “open
house” for friends and relatives to come and celebrate
together

-

Other celebrations such as birthdays or weddings tend to be
out-of-home – e.g. For birthday celebrations, Indonesians
usually look for a venue with ‘great ambience’ and has
received good reviews from friends/social media influencers

-



Emphasis placed on traditional dishes… Special dishes, signature
dishes that have been traditionally offered at the celebration are
commonly prepared. There is also more variety in the types of dishes
prepared, and larger portions.
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–

Most mention more meat dishes

–

Different types of cooking, preparation and taste than usual
– e.g. not taking short-cuts by using instant seasoning,
prepare everything the traditional way, richer taste



Beef plays an important role… At special events and occasions,
beef is strongly present and is seen as a compulsory part of special
event/occasion meals.
–

E.g. Beef rendang, ketupat, chicken in coconut milk, gulai
(stew with coconut milk and turmeric) for Lebaran; Shark fin
soup and Haisom duck for Chinese New Year

–

Part of the celebration – enhancing the event, emphasising
the special moment

–

Token of appreciation towards guests – by serving expensive
meat

–

Declaration of social status – higher social status by having
more meat dishes.
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Beef perceptions and
consumption behaviours
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Overview: Beef


A staple meat… Overall, beef is considered a staple in consumers’
daily lives as a source of protein, with most consuming a beef dish at
least twice in a week (either processed, such as sausages and bakso
balls, or unprocessed).



Beef is aspirational… Beef also has a prominent place in special /
celebratory events as it is regarded as a premium ingredient and it can
add to the sense of occasion at any event.



Positive and entrenched perceptions… The imagery and language
around beef is largely positive, with only some level of negative
sentiment emerging relating to price and health concerns.



Enhance taste and flavour… Beef flavours in unprocessed meat
enhance lower-priced products.



Traditional dishes… Beef features very strongly in traditional dishes
in communities and cultures across most of Indonesia.
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Spontaneous associations with beef
More
affluent
Premium

A
determinant
of social
class

Nutritious

High
cholesterol
Source of
protein

Expensive

Easy to find

Feast

Delicious

Filling
Satisfying

Good for
any dishes

Middle
upper class

Special

Most have positive perceptions of beef – the notions of premium and prestige are strongly associated with eating beef.
High price can be a positive attribute as it is an affirmation of quality and status. There are some minor negatives
relating to price and health issues, both of which limit beef consumption.
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Consumers’ words: beef consumption

“Daging sapi itu mengenyangkan, lebih
empuk dari daging kambing, kesannya lebih
ke kalangan menengah atas.”
“Beef is filling, more tender than goat meat
and the image is more for middle-upper
class.”
(Male, 25-40 years old, SES ABC1C2, Jakarta)

“Kalau ada acara spesial pasti menunya
daging sapi, karena kalau tanpa daging itu
kesannya kayak gak special. Jadi daging itu
semacam menu utama dan menu yang wajib
ada, mending gak ada ikan daripada gak ada
daging sapi.”
“If there is a special event, beef is definitely
on the menu because without beef the
event doesn’t seem special. So beef is like
the main dish, a must-have dish. Better not
to have fish dish than no beef dish.”

“Kalau di kampung daging sapi itu kelihatan
lebih mewah dibanding kambing, Jadi
dengan daging sapi itu mempengaruhi kasta
dan adat.”
“In the village, beef is perceived to be more
luxurious than goat meat. So beef has some
influence on someone’s caste and
tradition.”
(Male, 25-40 years old, SES ABC1C2, Jakarta)

(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)

“Daging sapi itu enak, mahal, empuk,
dipanggang enak, bergizi dan ada
proteinnya. Kalau makan daging itu senang
karena enak banget dan buat ngiler. Kalau
ke kondangan pasti banyak makan daging.”

“Beef is delicious, expensive, tender, when
grilled it tastes good, nutritious with the
protein. When eating beef, I just feel happy
because it is so delicious and appetising.
Every time I go to an event I eat a lot of
beef.”

“Kalau saya makan daging waktu di acara
besar dan konsumsinya lebih banyak, karena
kalau di rumah jarang makan daging, jadi
waktu kondangan balas dendam.”
“I consume more beef at big events
because at home I don’t eat it so often, so I
would make up the loss during events.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES C1C2, Medan)

(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Medan)
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Examples of beef dishes consumed daily or at special events


The most common methods of cooking Indonesian dishes are to stir-fry (using a pan or wok), slow-cook, braise or grill. Grilling is less
common, usually used for satay dishes. Almost no homes have ovens.



It is less common to cook large pieces of meat – instead it is cut into smaller pieces, often by the butcher at the point of purchase.



Examples of dishes usually consumed at special occasions that are non-religious or traditional events are steak, Japanese shabu-shabu and
Korean grill.

Daily beef dishes

Special beef dishes for special events

Rendang
beef braised with
coconut milk and
spices – instant
seasonings used for
daily shortcuts

Sapi rica
sliced beef with chili
paste

Semur
beef stew

Rendang
cooked the
traditional way, no
shortcuts - usually
served at Eid al Fitr

Sate sapi
beef satay

Empal
marinated beef meat,
fried and pounded

Bakso

Soto Betawi
beef meat and offal
soup with coconut
milk

Semur daging
Lebaran
spicy beef stew

Sambal goreng ati
spicy beef liver stirfry – usually served
at Eid al Fitr
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Gulai sapi pedas
spicy beef stew with
coconut milk and
turmeric

Beef consumption: unprocessed, processed and base products
Unprocessed / fresh beef



Premium image… A must have
in celebratory/ special events,
reflects social status.
–

Superior taste

–

Superior nutritional
value

–

Expensive



Limited awareness of different
cuts… Not much evidence of
differentiation between the
different ‘cuts’.



Instils a sense of care… There
is a sense of seriousness in
cooking or working with beef
because it is expensive – not
likely to cook it flippantly;
making sure the dish turns out
well, so not wasteful.

Processed beef









A wide variety of processed beef products are consumed…
Common processed beef products include sausage,
meatball/’bakso’, corned beef, beef roulade, ham, beef floss,
beef burger patty, beef nuggets.
– Most stock sausages, corned beef, bakso at home; a few
mums make bakso (ground meat mixed with other
ingredients sourced from the wet market)
– Mixed/added to dishes (e.g. fried rice, soup, corned beef
omelet or on their own as snacks)
– Cooked at home or bought at street vendors (e.g. grilled
sausage, grilled bakso, fried bakso)
Convenient, practical, affordable… Less premium image, not
for special events.
Lower nutritional value… Considered by most as having less
nutritional value than fresh meat. Some mothers limited
consumption as a result.
Limited awareness of ingredients… Unclear on the percentage
of meat (vs. other ingredients) and which other ingredients are
mixed with the meat.

Beef as base



Used daily… Used in daily
cooking for most mums.



Tradition still prevails for
some… Some prefer to make
their own stock.

Fresh meat is preferred and considered superior in nutritional value, but processed beef and beef bases still have a key
role to play in regular mealtimes.
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Health considerations
Perceived health benefits of consuming beef
 Source of protein – considered by many as higher in protein than
other meat
 Important for growth and development in children – mums make
sure to include beef in their children’s diet

Perceived health risks from consuming beef
 Increased cholesterol level

 Recommended limited consumption for those with high-blood
pressure

 Provides energy and strength for adults
 Few follow a high protein diet (Keto diet)

Despite being associated with several health risks, beef is seen as beneficial for health and the health risks are
manageable. Most argue that the risk can be managed by consuming the leaner cuts and avoiding cuts with more fat
and offal.
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Perceived factors impacting beef consumption
Increasing consumption
There are a number of factors that are perceived to be
impacting the increase of beef consumption:


Better financial conditions… Leading to a higher buying
power.



Change in social life… More socialising and activities
outside the home, eating out more.



Accessibility and availability of beef… More places
selling beef and beef dishes, more varieties in the dishes
(attracts interest).



Foreign culture penetration… A rise in Western and
Korean influences, which includes the adoption of dishes
with higher beef content.



Media role… Increasing awareness and new ways to
consume beef (e.g. new recipes, TV cooking shows,
trending food on social media).
–
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Social media especially encourages people to try
new things and be up-to-date; including new
types of flavors and dishes

Decreasing consumption
Equally, reduction in beef consumption is thought to be a
result of a number of factors:


Financial constraints still exist… And affluence varies
across Indonesia.
–

Economic growth is not equal across the country
– more growth in urban areas (especially big
cities) and less in rural; uneven buying power

–

Some consumers in Medan perceive a decline in
economic condition – i.e. harder to find work

–

Increased living costs in all sectors (e.g. power,
fuel) forces consumers to make priorities



Ethical lifestyle trends… Recommendations to reduce
red meat consumption due to a rise in consciousness.



Rising concerns on health risk and lifestyle diseases…
E.g. high blood pressure, high cholesterol level.



Negative media coverage… E.g. tapeworms/maggots in
beef, beef mixed with hog meat, formaldehyde injection.



Local taste acclimatisation… Traditionally certain areas
are not accustomed to consume beef – e.g. fish is more
present in traditional food of Makassar.



Government directive… Encouraging more consumption
of chicken and fish.
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Purchasing beef
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Purchasing beef – colour, texture and smell


Pale red or brownish colour indicates less fresh meat… Associated with longer time between slaughter and selling
(e.g. more than 24 hours) or having gone through a freezing process. Colour is used both in supermarkets and wet
markets.



Blood is an indicator of freshness… The blood should also still be bright red in colour and not too thinned out, giving
the appearance of moistness to the meat; it is considered another indicator of time between slaughter and arrival at
purchase channel, and the beef not having been through a freezing process.



Springy when pushed by finger… Some do a touch test when choosing meat in wet markets but most tend to skip this
step when purchasing at a trusted seller.



Higher density is considered good… If the meat is too soft or deflated, some assume that it has gone through a
freezing process which causes higher water content in the meat from the melting ice

Colour
Red colour is a
key cue for
freshness

Texture
Springy texture
is key

However, meat is also not expected not to be too dense or hard as it can mean that the meat is frozen

–

Finer fibres are a sign of more tender meat



Smell is an important indicator… Needs to have a ‘distinct’ raw beef smell, a hint of iron smell from the fresh blood –
definitely not a rancid smell.



Flies indicate freshness in wet markets… Flies are perceived to indicate that no chemical preservatives (e.g.
formaldehyde) are being used (note: there have been several cases in the media of formalin usage in wet markets to
keep meat looking fresh).

Smell
The ‘raw
Beef’ smell

–

Colour, smell and texture are considered main indicators of freshness.
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Purchasing beef – slaughter time and display


Early morning is perceived as the best time to buy… There is limited awareness of when cows are slaughtered. Most
assume that the cow is slaughtered at around midnight and sold at the market in the early morning. Based on this
assumption, early morning is seen to be the best time to purchase beef as they have more choices available and fresher
meat.



Imported linked to being less fresh… For imported beef, most are not aware of live meat imports so feel the meat is
less fresh. It is thought that the cow is slaughtered in country of origin and the beef imported, hence the longer
distances and times to travel

Slaughter
time
Shorter time
between
slaughter and
sale in stores/
markets

–



Pre-prepared beef is strongly associated with supermarkets… Already cut and packed with clear indications on
weight, type of cut, price, date of slaughter and expiration date.



Unprocessed meat is associated with wet market… Big pieces of the animal parts are hanged/displayed; to be cut only
upon consumer’s request.



A visual preference for unprocessed meat when shopping… Most consumers prefer the unprocessed way of displaying
meat as being able to see the source of the cut gives more assurance of authenticity and freshness – e.g. there has been
issues on beef mixed with hog in wet markets

Display
Pre-prepared or
cut directly

Even when the meat purchased will be kept in the freezer for 1 – 2 days, it would still be considered “fresh” – the
time between slaughter to consumers’ hand is more important

–

But some appreciate the practicality of buying pre-prepared beef in supermarkets – no hassle of going to market
early in the morning, having to bargain, choosing, figuring out which part of the beef to buy, weighing the beef
etc.

Consumers prefer fresh beef (but a definition of what is considered fresh differs).
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Purchasing beef – local vs imported
Local beef

Imported beef

Markets

Markets

 Fresher meat – closer distance between slaughterhouse and
purchase channel; not frozen

 Some perceived imported beef to be in the form of pre-cut meat
so needed to be frozen for considerable times (and is therefore
less fresh) – do not believe in imported livestock as they think it
would be very costly

 Other positive attributes are sweeter taste in meat (not plain),
less fat content (healthier), more tender
 Some see local beef to be more expensive than imported meat –
perceived higher quality; gives assurance

 Perceived as plain tasting, higher water content (from being
frozen), higher fat content. A small number of respondents were
unclear on halal issues (e.g. what kind of feed, way of slaughter)

 Higher availability than imported beef
 Widespread assumption that locally slaughtered beef will actually
be “local” cattle even if the reality is that they might have been
live imports originally

Restaurants
 Because imported beef is often specifically labelled and priced
differently to local beef, some assume that the local produce is
of inferior quality

Restaurants
 Imported beef is often presented and priced as superior in
quality
–

Perceived superior rearing method for the cows in other
countries (e.g. better grass/feed quality, not confined
/happy cows); the cows are bigger and healthier

–

Steak houses – imported meat often presented as
“steak” and specifically named as being imported

Local beef is considered superior when purchasing beef to cook at home (there is evidence of confusion and varying
levels of knowledge about imports, whether live or frozen). However, when eating out of home, imported beef is often
perceived as being superior.
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Country of origin
Awareness
Lower
awareness

Higher
awareness

Associations
India


Low awareness and
perceived use of Indian
buffalo meat

New Zealand


Perceived to be similar
in quality Australian
beef

USA




Bigger size than
Australian beef cut
Very expensive

Japan




Wagyu beef – very
tender, delicious
Associated with special
treatment of the cow –
e.g. massages,
mattresses etc.

Australia


Expensive, prestigious



Dense, less fat



Only known to be used
for steak



Available in
supermarkets

There is very low awareness overall in relation to country of origin; the information above comes from only a few
consumers. Some respondents group all imported beef together and have a more negative perception of imported beef
compared to local beef.
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Purchasing beef – trust in place of purchase

TRUST

Wet markets




Trusted relationship… between regular
customers and the seller at wet market –
consumers put faith in the seller to
guarantee the quality of the beef and give
them the best price.
Guided by seller… Marked by gestures
such as leaving the seller to decide best
cut of meat for the dish, seller gives
‘bonus cuts’ or lower price.
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Family


“Mum knows best”… Mums’ tips and
recommendations are trusted as best
guidelines to follow; tried and tested

Supermarkets


Trust in a brand… (in this case is usually
supermarket brand) – guaranteed quality
–

–

For example, tenderloin is the
best cut to use when preparing
beef rendang; it’s best to buy
beef at wet markets rather than
at the supermarket
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For example, big and well-known
brands such as Carrefour or Giant
are trusted to have strict quality
control

Consumers’ words: purchasing beef
““Pertimbangan waktu beli daging itu waktu
potongnya kapan, darahnya masih ada atau
gak, warnanya merah cantik atau gak, kalau
yang pucet itu artinya potongnya dari
semalam gitu.”
“The considerations when buying meat is
time of slaughter, still has blood or not, has
pretty red color or not. If the color is pale
that means it was slaughtered last night.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Medan)
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“Daging import rasanya lebih hambar,
kurang gurih, kurang fresh juga karena
melalui proses pembekuan jadi kalau
dimasak menciut dagingnya.”
“Imported meat tastes bland, less umami,
less fresh also because it has gone through
the freezing process so when cooked the
meat will shrunk.”
(Female, 35-50 years old, SES C1C2, Jakarta)

“Kalau daging sapi dari Australia itu lebih
empuk karena rumputnya beda, karena
sebenarnya pengaruh rumput di luar negeri
lebih bagus jadi nutrisi sapinya juga lebih
bagus.”
“Australian beef is more tender because the
grass is different. So it is because overseas
the grass is better so the nutrition is better
for the cows.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)

“Harga daging sapi itu menentukan
kualitasnya, kalau mahal itu gak banyak
lemak, tapi kalau murah banyak lemaknya”

“Menurut saya daging yang segar itu kalau
dipotongnya pagi terus dijual siang, jadi
aromanya masih ada amisnya gitu.”

“The price of beef determines the quality, if
it is expensive then it has less fat but if
cheap there will be more fat.”

“I think fresh meat should be slaughtered in
the morning and sold during the day so still
has the meat smell.”

(Male, 25-40 years old, SES ABC1C2, Jakarta)

(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Medan)
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Beef purchasing channels
Wet market

Positive features:

Supermarket

Positive features:

►

Assurance of freshness… Can see source of cuts (whole meat),
can touch, perceived main channel for local beef, not frozen

►

More comfortable and practical… Clean, air conditioned, not
crowded, not smelly, simple (just choose and pick), price promos

►

Personal relationship with seller… Established trust

►

►

Can bargain… Which can result in a “bonus” – e.g. ‘tetelan’ (mix
of leftover meat, tendon and fat that stuck to the bones)

Informational… Clear information on cuts, purpose (e.g. for
rendang or for stew), date of slaughter and expiration date

►

More choice… In terms of cuts, origins and weight

►

Assurance of quality… Depending on the supermarket brand

►

Accuracy in weight… Through use of digital scales

►

►

Flexibility in amount bought… According to need (i.e. not preprepared)
Personal comfort… Less concern on appearance / clothing
when shopping – can just wear very casual or even sleeping
attire (‘daster’)

Negative features:
►

Perceived less fresh by most… pre-prepared (cannot see whole
part, cannot touch), carrying imported meat which most
perceive has been frozen

►

Fixed price… Cannot bargain on price

►

Less flexibility… In relation to amount bought; have to settle
with what has been prepared

►

Have to be presentable… Pressure to pay more attention to
appearance / clothing & purchase larger amount, upper class
image

Negative features:
►

Less assurance on weight accuracy… analogue/manual scale,
easy to cheat

►

Less pleasant… Hot, wet and dirty floor, smelly, crowded, many
flies

►

Time inflexibility… Need to shop in the early morning

►

Pressure… Some mentioned that they felt a pressure to buy
meat in large amounts at wet markets, and that they felt
ashamed if they only buy a little
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Modern wet market (Jakarta only)

Mobile vendor (Tukang sayur)

An upgraded and modernised version of the traditional wet
market is starting to emerge which provides better shopping
experiences

Usually have to pre-order for the seller to bring on next visit
(only mentioned by a few)

Positive features:
►

Best of both worlds… Still maintains all the characteristics of a
wet market but is cleaner and more organised – e.g. no wet and
dirty floors, clear categorisation and separated area for meat
(beef vs. chicken vs. seafood), cleaner stalls
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-

E.g. Pasar Modern BSD

-

Only mentioned in Jakarta

Positive features:
►

Convenient… Comes to consumer’s house so less time and effort
needed

►

Can bargain… Can pay by instalment

►

Can buy small amounts… Not ashamed (not seen by others)

Negative features:
►

But fewer options… Just what the vendor can procure based on
their order

►

Less assurance on freshness… The vendor would go around in
the heat with no refrigeration, open to dust and flies; cannot see
the whole part

►

Expensive… Tends to be more expensive than other channels
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The typical purchasing process for beef in wet markets
Price
bargaining
may occur
here

Type of
cut

Seller is not
asked to cut
meat (cut
at home)

“Can I get the tenderloin please? It’s
fresh, right?”

Ask seller

“Can I get some scrap meat,
please?”

Ask for
desired
amount/
weight

Ask for
price per
kilogram

Purchase
process is
complete

“Can I get a quarter please?”
“Can I get ½ kg?”

Type of
dishes

Seller
would
recommend
the cut

“Can I get 2kg, please?”

Ask seller
to cut
meat

“Can I get meat for Rendang,
please?”
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“Can I get stew meat, please?”

“Can you cut 500g for rendang and the other 500g for stew?”

“I’m going to make meatballs, what
cut should I get?”

“Can you cut it in dice cuts please?”
Note: usually sellers already know how to cut the meat for different
types of dishes but sometimes would ask how many smaller cuts
the consumers want.
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Consumers’ words: purchasing channels
“Kalau beli daging di supermarket itu secara
logika aja dagingnya udah diawetkan, karena
dia gak mungkin Cuma ngurus daging jadi
pasti udah di freezer lama. Sedangkan kalau
di pasar itu kan fokusnya emang penjual
daging jadi tiap hari diganti.”

“Beli di pasar itu enaknya bisa sekalian beli
sayuran terus bisa pakai daster juga, kalau
di supermarket kan harus dandan dulu.
Selain itu kualitas daging di pasar lebih
terjamin, dan bisa tanya ke tukang daging
juga sesuai kebutuhan.”

“If buying meat in the supermarket, just
thinking logically the meat must have been
preserved because supermarkets are not
just focusing on beef so it must have been
kept for some time in the freezer. In the wet
market the focus of the seller is just on
meat so it is fresh every day.”

“The good thing with buying in wet markets
is we can buy vegetables as well in our
sleeping attire. If going to supermarket, we
have to dress up first. Also, the quality of
meat in the wet market is more guaranteed
and we can ask the butcher about whatever
we need.”

(Female 20-35 years old, SES AB, Medan)

(Female 35-50 years old, SES AB, Jakarta)

“Saya kalau beli daging itu di tukang sayur
karena gak usah repot ke pasar, bisa pilih
setengah kilo atau seperempat kilo dan
tidak malu kalau beli sedikit, lebih bisa
ngutang juga.”
“I buy meat at mobile vendor so I don’t have
to trouble myself to go to the market, can
choose to buy half kg or ¼ kg and don’t feel
ashamed to buy just a small amount, I can
pay by installments as well.”

“If buying meat in the wet market
sometimes the weighing is cheated, dirty
place, the blood from the meat is not
cleaned, smelly, many flies. Sometimes the
seller is dishonest and give fatty meat
instead of the good one.”
(Female, 320-35 years old, SES C1C2, Jakarta)

“Kalau beli daging di supermarket itu
enaknya kalau gak jadi beli gak masalah,
terus lebih praktis, fleksibel dan tinggal
ngambil aja.”
“The convenience of buying beef in the
supermarket is I won’t have a problem if I
change my mind and not buy, its more
practical, flexible and just need to take it.”
(Female, 20-35 years old, SES AB, Medan)

(Female, 35-50 years old, SES C1C2, Jakarta)
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“Kalau beli daging itu pasar kadang itu
timbangannya curang, bisa dibohongin,
tempatnya kotor, terus darah dagingnya gak
dibersihin, bau, banyak lalatnya. Terus juga
pedagangnya kadang nakal, bilangnya bagus
tapi dikasih daging yang banyak lemaknya.”
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Awareness of different beef cuts


Limited awareness of different beef cuts… Most consumers are
only aware of cuts such as:
tenderloin/‘has dalam’ (lean and tender, seen as best cut for
various dishes)

-

-

rib (usually for soup or grilled)

-

sirloin/‘has luar’ (has more fat and muscles, less tender)

-

shank/’sengkel’(more sinewy)

-

scrap meat/’tetelan’ (mix of meat, fat and muscles leftovers
that stick to the bones – usually used for soup).



Unclear labelling contributes to low awareness… It is not always
clear what meat is being purchased as there are no labels in markets
and some names (e.g. has dalam) are used to describe generic meat.



Several information sources used… The main sources of
information on different types of cuts are:

-

Labels in supermarket – type of cut is stated clearly on pack or
display, sometimes also with recommended usage (for which
dishes)

-

Knowledge passed down from mother – always use certain
cuts for certain dishes; tried and tested

-

Steak house/restaurants – stated in the menu

Sellers in wet markets – consumers usually ask which cut is
best for the certain dishes. The cut requested (both name and
preparation) depends on what dish they are making

-

Predominantly, consumers’ knowledge of cuts are coming from sellers in the market. Consumers rarely buy a
big chunk of meat for daily needs, only for festive season/special events – e.g. the whole knuckle part for Eid
‘al Fitr celebration.
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Pricing




Varies depending on cut… Shoppers estimated the usual price paid
to be between IDR 80,000 – 130,000/kg in both Jakarta and Medan
–

Different price for different cuts – e.g. higher price for
tenderloin, lower price for sirloin or shank, lowest for the
scraps/’tetelan’

–

Consumers are not always clear which cut they are buying and
prices are a result of “haggling” with the butcher

Spike in festive seasons… During festive seasons (e.g. Eid ‘al Fitr
and Christmas) the price tends to rise high, reaching IDR 180,000/kg
–



But consumers still buy beef because it is compulsory to have
during festivities – i.e. signature dishes associated with the
celebration, emphasising the celebratory moment

Budget-driven workarounds… If there is lack of budget or price
increase outside festive season, consumers still purchase and
consume beef but apply certain “tricks”:
–

Buy less than usual and add more of other ingredients in the
dish – e.g. more potatoes and less beef in a stew dish

–

Buy cheaper cuts – e.g. sirloin instead of tenderloin, or even
just the scrap meat to just get the flavour of beef

–

Mix meat with other parts, such as offal which is cheaper or
buying more beef products, rather than the raw meat

–

Make soup using bones or beef stock

Beef is considered expensive compared to other meats but the high price is seen as a form of quality
assurance. The high price of beef is accepted and although consumers would like the price to be lower, if it is
too low they would doubt the quality.
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What’s next? – Consumers’ thoughts on how to increase beef
consumption


Encourage holistic approach to a healthy lifestyle… So that any “negative effects” from eating beef are balanced out.



Promote the goodness of beef… As a protein source, better to eat more protein than carbohydrates, educate on
choosing leaner cuts.



Proactively bring beef closer to consumers… e.g. cooking demonstrations, dish sampling.



Increase distribution to rural areas… Thereby increasing accessibility.



Making beef more affordable… Through price adjustment of fresh meat, increased street-food type of dishes, increase
in local-supply of beef.

Affordability



Dissuade any negatives perceptions and rumours… Assurance of better quality control.

Broaden
horizons



Promoting beef dishes… More variations in beef dishes, create trendy foods with beef and promote in social media.

Healthier
option

Proximity

Affordability

Colour, smell and texture are considered main indicators of freshness.
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Buffalo meat
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Buffalo meat consumption


Very low consumption, particularly in Jakarta… Individuals are
of the opinion that they have rarely, if ever, purchased or eaten
buffalo.



Never cooked at home… A few are aware of Indian buffalo in
Medan and have consumed the meat out of home but never
cooked the meat themselves
–



A few in Medan mentioned local buffalo as they can be
cooked as part of some ceremonies such as funerals

Less appealing than beef… Buffalo meat is generally considered
less appealing than beef
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–

Darker colour meat

–

Stronger smell – need special skill to cook it in order to get
rid of the strong smell

–

Bigger and rougher fibres compared to beef – associated
with tougher, chewier meat texture
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Key learnings
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Key learnings from the qualitative stage
Jakarta is more cosmopolitan, while Medan is more conservative and traditional

Differences
between
Jakarta and
Medan



Medan is far behind Jakarta in terms of trends in food; especially for penetration of International foods. Medan
consumers are also more traditional in their taste preferences – still prefer local flavors (e.g. spice, rich
seasoning).



The influence of social media is much stronger in Jakarta and drives overall food trends and consumption habits.
There is a growing Asian food scene in Jakarta, with a specific focus on Korean food at present.

Positive perceptions overall and popular for both light and heavy meals and celebrations


General
perceptions
of beef







Beef is more expensive than other meats in the market that are regularly consumed; notably, compared to
chicken.
The premium image of beef correlates with social status, especially in special events where the presence of beef
is expected and considered important.
Beef is seen as having a higher source of protein than other meat and fresh meat is considered more nutritious
than mixed/processed beef.
Some awareness of health concerns of beef – cholesterol and high blood pressure – but associated more with
fatty meat and innards, and less of a concern for most.

Amongst ABC social class, regular beef consumption is evident. Lower income families ration volumes
and quality

Beef
consumption
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Consumed more for lunch and dinner (around 2-3 times a week on average) – perceived as too heavy for
breakfast; usually for main meals of the day but mixed/processed beef such as sausage can be eaten as snack.



Traditional Indonesian beef dishes remain very popular for home cooking (when budget permits).



More consumed during special events – the extra cost is largely taken as a given and people have ways of
adjusting.
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Relatively low knowledge and awareness of different beef cuts and country of origin. In this context, a
high level of trust is placed in advice from local butchers


Consumers’
knowledge
and factors of
consideration

Overall, there is a degree of trust in butchers and traditions within families of what is ordered and cooked.
Individuals are not very sophisticated or knowledgeable in different aspects of beef
–

Freshness is the main and critical factor in choosing beef with colour, smell and texture as the main cues
for that freshness

–

Freshness means that wet market shopping is still preferred compared to supermarkets



There is poor knowledge on the cuts from the different parts of the animal – shoppers only ask vendors for meat
for certain dishes and then negotiate based on volume and price.



As affluence increases, there may be some growth in volumes bought if people buy beef more frequently and
people would be expected to trade up.



There is also poor knowledge on origin of beef – imported beef in general is considered less fresh so lower in
quality than local beef in butchers although, ironically, in restaurants the opposite perception can apply
–

Mostly there was no knowledge on live meat imports from abroad including a lack of knowledge about
Indian buffalo meat. Imported meat was taken to mean that the stock is slaughtered abroad and then
imported frozen. Live imports were largely an unknown thing

Long-held traditions and habits are impacting beef consumption

Future points
for discussion
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Currently, the practice of using smaller beef cuts in Indonesian cooking may affect the smaller amount of beef
consumption overall in the country.



Ordering at the butcher and getting meat cut to order means that domestic waste will be almost non-existent.



Home cooking is still completely dominated by Indonesian dishes with little evidence of change or
experimentation as yet. Changes are happening in the options for eating out but whether this will result in
changing domestic menus is not clear. If it did, it could alter the volume and nature of beef purchased.
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Click to go to

Stakeholder research

Introduction
Research findings
Appendix: The interview guide
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Research findings
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Appendix: The interview guide
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